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Prologue: Part 3
Book 3 builds on and moves beyond the first two. We first sketched
out the wonder of God and His bold design, rapidly telling the panoramic
story of His Kingdom throughout the ages. History is HIS-story with the
Trinity (God in three-persons) as the main character. Next, the brilliance
of each countermove by this Big God restores His Eden-purpose by
breaking the chains of sin to make the crown-jewel of His creation free
indeed! Redemption from sin is the means to the end, not the end itself.
As we live out what Jesus has already done for us, we experience His
“times of refreshing” and are finally able to experience fulfillment and
satisfaction as we return to His unchanging purpose for our lives. “But,
Jim,” you may ask, “If all this is true, why don’t I consistently live in
victory as an unfailing conqueror over sin in my life? Have I done
something so dreadfully wrong that it’s hopeless for me?”
I’m right there with you, so conscious of the gap between God’s
unfailing promises and my inconsistent life. Even as I’m adding these
final touches, I’m experiencing a season interwoven with a lack of
purpose, which dulls my moment-by-moment sense of God’s joyful
presence and siphons off my physical energy. Just today I reread chapter
eight for the umpteenth time…and God spoke again. I had slipped into
despair because I could not see how what I was doing furthered God’s
plans.
Our lives are a constant battle with a real, but unseen, enemy. I must
reorient over and over to the basics of God-Reality, like described in Big
God! Bold Design But it’s not enough to know; I need to respond to
experience His presence. We do not feel our way out of despair, but act
ourselves out by responding to God-Reality, even if we don’t see the
intended end. Active response brings growing clarity, just like we can
only steer a car when it’s moving…even in the opposite direction.
I certainly don’t want to try to convince your mind before God wins
your heart. Any attempt to describe fully or systematize the triune God
and His resources is, of course, doomed to failure. How could we ever
reduce God to manageable terms and still describe the God of the Bible?
Personally I’ve struggled over four years to write these last chapters (and
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I’m convinced I’ll be growing in them the rest of my life!) My desire is
to impart in a practical, yet balanced, way how we live Kingdom-lives as
physical beings in a fallen world with a real enemy who uses live ammo.
Satan entices us in this physical realm to substitute comfort, physical
thrills and selfish pleasures as counterfeits to satisfy our inner longings.
This is where the rubber meets the road since our physical bodies express
everything we do.
How do you handle this gap between who you are and what you do?
Some live on one extreme of the continuum, only aware of their “inprocess-ness.” They become so discouraged and disappointed in
themselves that their lives resemble mere men. Others swing so far the
other way that they focus on “I’m perfect in Christ; I’m complete in
Christ,” almost as a mantra, while ignoring very real problems in their
lives. Both deny the gap, the “not yet” of the Kingdom and forfeit a life
of rest and power in Christ on this earth. God has a better way, fully
embracing both our “in-process-ness” and also His perfect provision.
The Divine Dance takes up this thread, teaching us how to recalibrate
our responses as soldiers in the Kingdom of God and sons in the Family
of God. None dare be spectators! The stakes are too high. We’re at war.
It’s a paradox as God calls us to “make every effort to enter that rest”
“for anyone who enters God’s rest also rests from his own work” (Heb.
4:11, 10). God calls us to partner with Him actively in this Divine Dance,
but with authenticity, as a work still in-process. In this rest, we
experience the powerful arms of our Divine Dance Partner, moving us to
experience a masterpiece beyond our imagination. I feel compelled to
lovingly challenge you and me to the requisite mutual accountability and
responsibility.
How do we love and serve others out of design, and not just delight
or duty? How do we get straight on God’s part (which He never fails to
carry out) and our part in this partnership with Him? What is our identity
as human beings? What makes us human and gives our lives meaning,
value and purpose? We long to make a difference. Our passion is to
fulfill our life-purpose and reach for our destiny. What is the central,
controlling purpose of our lives? How does the triune God keep this
vision fresh before our minds and alive in our hearts? Is there really
purpose to trials and tough times? Can we glean some practical tactics
for living life to its fullest while avoiding the trap of rigid legalism and
judgmentalism? How can we taste His refreshing presence on a daily
basis? Stay tuned!

Prologue: Big God! Bold Design
This third section builds on and moves beyond the first two. We first
sketched out the wonder of God and His bold design, rapidly telling the
panoramic story of His Kingdom throughout the ages.
History is HIS-story with the Trinity (God in three-persons) as the
main character. Next, the brilliance of each countermove by this Big God
restores His Eden-purpose by breaking the chains of sin to make the
crown-jewel of His creation free indeed! Redemption from sin is the
means to the end, not the end itself. As we live out what Jesus has
already done for us, we experience His “times of refreshing” and are
finally able to experience fulfillment and satisfaction as we return to His
unchanging purpose for our lives. “But, Jim,” you may ask, “If all this is
true, why don’t I consistently live in victory as an unfailing conqueror
over sin in my life? Have I done something so dreadfully wrong that it’s
hopeless for me?”
I’m right there with you, so conscious of the gap between God’s
unfailing promises and my inconsistent life. Even as I’m adding these
final touches, I’m experiencing a season interwoven with a lack of
purpose, which dulls my moment-by-moment sense of God’s joyful
presence and siphons off my physical energy. Just today I reread chapter
eight for the umpteenth time…and God spoke again. I had slipped into
despair. I could not see how what I was doing furthered God’s plans.
Our lives are a constant battle with a real, but unseen, enemy. I must
reorient over and over to the basics of God-Reality, like described in Big
God! Bold Design But it’s not enough to know; I need to respond to
experience His presence. We do not feel our way out of despair, but act
ourselves out by responding to God-Reality, even if we don’t see the
intended end. Active response brings growing clarity, just like we can
only steer a car when it’s moving…even in the opposite direction.
I certainly don’t want to try to convince your mind before God wins
your heart. Any attempt to describe fully or systematize the triune God
and His resources is, of course, doomed to failure. How could we ever
reduce God to manageable terms and still describe the God of the Bible?
Personally I’ve struggled over four years to write these last chapters (and
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I’m convinced I’ll be growing in them the rest of my life!) My desire is
to impart in a practical, yet balanced, way how we live Kingdom-lives as
physical beings in a fallen world with a real enemy who uses live ammo.
Satan entices us in this physical realm to substitute comfort, physical
thrills and selfish pleasures as counterfeits to satisfy our inner longings.
This is where the rubber meets the road since our physical bodies express
everything we do.
How do you handle this gap between who you are and what you do?
Some live on one extreme of the continuum, only aware of their “inprocess-ness.” They become so discouraged and disappointed in
themselves that their lives resemble mere men, with the excuse for sin
“I’m just human.” Others swing so far the other way that they focus on
“I’m perfect in Christ; I’m complete in Christ,” almost as a mantra,
while ignoring very real problems of broken responses in their lives.
Both deny the gap, the “not yet” of the Kingdom and forfeit a life of rest
and power in Christ on this earth. God has a better way, fully embracing
both our “in-process ness” and also His perfect provision.
The Divine Dance takes up this thread, teaching us how to
recalibrate our responses as soldiers in the Kingdom of God and sons in
the Family of God. None dare be spectators! The stakes are too high.
We’re at war. It’s a paradox as God calls us to “make every effort to
enter that rest” “for anyone who enters God’s rest also rests from his
own work” (Heb. 4:11, 10). God calls us to partner with Him actively in
this Divine Dance, but with authenticity, as a work still in-process. In
this rest, we experience the powerful arms of our Divine Dance Partner,
moving us to experience a masterpiece beyond our imagination. I feel
compelled to lovingly challenge you and me to the requisite mutual
accountability and responsibility.
How do we love and serve others out of design, and not just delight
or duty? How do we get straight on God’s part (which He never fails to
carry out) and our part in this partnership with Him? What is our identity
as human beings? What makes us human and gives our lives meaning,
value and purpose? We long to make a difference. Our passion is to
fulfill our life-purpose and reach for our destiny. What is the central,
controlling purpose of our lives? How does the triune God keep this
vision fresh before our minds and alive in our hearts? Is there really
purpose to trials and tough times? Can we glean some practical tactics
for living life to its fullest while avoiding the trap of rigid legalism and
judgmentalism?
How can we taste His refreshing presence on a daily basis?
Stay tuned!

9. Descending to Greatness
A young adult just came up to a friend of mine and told him, “All I
care about are my own needs.” I valued his honesty. Most of us are not
so candid.
“Are you saying my needs are unimportant, Jim?”
No. Certainly not. I believe God constantly ponders your needs.
Let’s say for a moment, however, that you were convinced that a good
dose of arsenic would be good for your health. How would you like me
to respond to you if I knew the real danger of that deadly poison? Yes, I
believe that much of our thinking is that twisted. We passionately pursue
what brings us harm, often without even knowing it. We are surprised
that our popular strategies for living do not relieve the inner turmoil. But
we are simply chasing the lion until it turns and devours us.

Living in Reality
Let’s bring the first two sections up close and personal. You might
say, “Jim, if all you’ve written so far is true of me in Christ, then how
come I still struggle with sin? Sometimes I don’t even feel saved. Maybe
it works for you, but not for me.” I’m right there with you. Why do you
think I have struggled over four years to write these last chapters?
The Reality in the previous eight chapters has come with the thrilling
expectation of the first flowers of spring pushing their green heads
through the barren ground after a long, hard winter. Genuine life.
Breathtaking possibilities. Eternal purpose. Exciting change.
Refreshment. Releasing hope. But not yet the fulfillment of the promise
of the startling beauty and sweet aroma of the mature blooms.
Even as I write, though, you could be discouraged and weary from
the fight against lingering addiction or harmful habits in any physical
area (alcohol, drugs, excessive sleep, escape through TV, movies, the
Internet, weight, food…you can develop your own list!) I still struggle
with sin, too, both in my actions and my motives. I don’t like pain. I like
happiness. The complete fullness of God’s promises, however, only
comes later in eternity with the final triumph of the Kingdom. The Bible
does not teach me to expect total freedom in “this evil age.” We live in
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the “already but not yet” of the Kingdom. We “already” have access to
all the Kingdom promises, but we do “not yet” have its fullness.1
Freedom from the penalty of sin is an instantaneous gift through
faith in Christ. As we make daily choices to live from and for Jesus, we
experience a growing freedom from the power of sin over our lives
because obedience releases the Kingdom-power of life in Christ. This
growing freedom leads to an increasing foretaste of what Jesus promises
when we are face-to-face with Him in eternity—freedom from the very
presence of sin.
This transformation takes time and intense effort, just like it takes
time and heat/pressure to transform a lump of coal into a diamond. It
engages all our powers to their fullest extent over a lifetime and also
demands a right release point. When an expert archer releases an arrow,
if the trajectory is even a centimeter off at the release point, the arrow
misses the target. Two thousand years ago Jesus warned us of the deceit
the enemy would feed people to alter their release point. How can we
avoid these bad personal trajectories? God’s Spirit first must expose
them.
“As they go on their way they are choked by life’s worries,
riches and pleasures, and they do not mature” (Luke 8:14).
Worries. Riches. Pleasures. Comfort. How innocent! How much of
our time, energy and money, however, do we invest in the frantic pursuit
of the things of this world? They drain our spiritual resources because the
garden of our heart is too crowded and distracted to receive the things of
God. The more we indulge in them, the more ferocious our appetite
grows and the less satisfying they become. We act like mere men and
women. No wonder we lack spiritual maturity. Worry and the pursuit of
wealth and pleasure miss the target because they are temporary and
entangling.
God has a different release point for Kingdom-life, simplicity in
following Jesus with single-minded devotion. All I’ve written up to this
point has prepared us to partner with God as co-workers to serve and
care for others. Jesus pictures God’s original Eden-purpose in the feeding
of the 5,000, partnering with Him to restore life.22 God calls us to an
impossible task. We respond much like the disciples, focusing on our
lack and limits and answer with a poverty-mentality, “We cannot.” But
when we take what little we have to Jesus, the Lord fulfills His call in us
to serve others by multiplying the meager supply in our hands with His
bountiful supply as we give it away. “You can…with Me!” It’s God’s
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original, bold design that releases fullness of joy in our adventure of
faith.
Unless we are clear about God’s bold design, however, we will never
find the satisfaction and fulfillment that God intends for us to experience
on earth right now.33 God sent Christ to shatter the chains of sin and selfcenteredness. Now we are free in Christ to serve others cheerfully on His
behalf by passing on to others what Jesus has worked in us. Delighting
ourselves in the Triune God alone and loving and serving others satisfies
our deepest longings as a wonderful by-product.

The previous chart from the first two sections summarizes what
brilliant provision the Three-in-One God has already supplied through
relationship with Him. Our lives will be transformed as we fully embrace
this Reality. Listen to the voice of Jesus, my friend, instead of listening
to the voice of the enemy. We are fully forgiven, unconditionally
accepted, intimately loved, and bountifully overflowing with every last
atom necessary to live this out heroically here and now.

Satan’s Scheme
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But we will also be tested right here, just like Jesus. The following
sequence is no random coincidence. First, the Spirit empowered Jesus for
service and His Father affirmed His identity as Son (Luke 3:21-22).
Shortly thereafter, Jesus succinctly reaffirmed His mission as the
Restoring Servant (Luke 4:18-20). Sandwiched between, the devil
attacked Jesus in the wilderness (Luke 4:1-13). In Genesis 3, the devil
launched his unremitting attack to undermine God’s servant-design for
His crown-jewel. He continues today. The devil’s MO has not changed.
In successive strikes against Jesus as Servant of God, Satan assaults
Jesus in the arena of physical needs (3-4), purpose needs (5-8), and
affirmation needs (9-11). His primary, frontal attack against Jesus’
identity as Son of God targets the deep, intimate relationship with His
Father out of which Jesus goes about doing good (“If you are the Son of
God,”= belonging needs).44 These three arenas describing our basic,
God-given needs from the chart above (plus the physical temptation
mentioned later in this chapter) are where our enemy still attacks us
today.55
Like the clever strategist he is, Satan attacks us at the point of our
greatest weakness. For many of us Christians, he needs go no farther than
the physical since we are so sensory driven.66 We are physical beings
living in a fallen world. Our physical bodies express everything we do.
Satan attacked Adam and Eve from the outside where they were most
vulnerable. Since Satan often attacks us in the physical realm, God’s
spiritual antidote also includes responses from our bodies. That’s one
reason for the importance of spiritual disciplines for our ongoing
growth.77
Society says, “Pursue your personal happiness.” Conversely the
Kingdom says, “I’m willing to thirst,” that is, I’m willing to live with
temporarily unfulfilled desires and longings in the pathway of serving
others. Society says, “Protect yourself from hurt, loss, or discomfort.” In
sharp contrast, the Kingdom says, “I’m willing to hurt” by suffering loss
in the pathway of following Jesus and fighting for the highest good of
others.
When we experience personal pain, the temptation to gain relief by
avoiding that pain (even if it means disobeying God) or pleasantly
arousing our physical senses to medicate our pain is almost irresistible.
Satan entices us in this physical area to substitute physical thrills and
pleasures as counterfeits to satisfy our inner longings. God wants this
inner thirst to lead to Him, not to enticing copies that focus on those
casual cravings. Take time now, please, to ask God if there are areas in
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your life where you’ve fallen into the enemy’s trap. Here is the
temptation.
“I deserve to be free from pain and experience happiness in my life
now so it’s okay for me to do whatever feels good.”
For instance, a friend rejects us or we fail in some significant way (or
we merely perceive it). How do we respond? Do we dive into ice cream
and pastries, shopping or gambling, drugs or alcohol, sports or work to
medicate our inner longing for belongingness and purpose? Any
diversion from God’s “Plan A” to Satan’s “Plan B” is okay with the
devil. Our enemy does not care if we mire ourselves in the swamp of
license on one side of the path (“do whatever feels good”) or legalism on
the other (“you must do this list”), just so long as we get off the path of
liberty experienced by following Jesus.88 It’s easy for us to be smugly
self-righteous towards those mired in the opposite swamp, not
recognizing that we are also up to our ears in muck and alligators.
Unfortunately, even we Christians who know better often succumb
to this scheme to relieve personal pain with physical pleasure. The
unresolved problem still clamors for attention. We then chase after more
physical pleasure in an escalating, but futile, attempt to quench our inner
thirst. Satan’s scheme is temporary insanity! We respond as if the lie is
true and desperately chase after the monster waiting to turn and devour
us. It’s crazy! Where does it come from? Do you hear the echo of
Genesis 3 and the wish to be like God, controlling our own destiny?99

Looking for Answers
So what is God’s solution?
We children of God, with the tremendous resources and relationship
we have in Christ, are just too easily satisfied. We fool around with
money, power, drink, sex, drugs, popularity, sports (you fill in your
substitute) when God offers us infinite joy. We are a lot like an ignorant
child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum because the child
cannot imagine what the offer of a week on the ocean beach means. We
are far too easily pleased. God designed us for something far better.
Physical pleasures and thrills can never fulfill our deepest thirst
because God created us with eternity in our hearts so we can live for
something beyond ourselves.1010 Nothing of time can permanently
satisfy. I want to say this gently, but firmly. We are far too easily
pleased, settling for such pitiful pleasures when God offers His eternal
best, fullness in Christ.
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Too often we act more or less like children of our age and its spirit is
a spirit of hectic and hurry and instant gratification. We are impatient
towards anything that takes time and demands self-discipline and steady
effort, like developing good habits. We resent spending time doing
anything thoroughly. Too often we desire change, but we set our
appetites for a fast-food-like “drive-thru.” Make it quick and efficient,
but it may not be healthy. We have a “vending machine” outlook towards
character-transformation. Insert a quarter and out pops instant spiritual
maturity. We want results, and we want them now…instantly.
One lesson we learn as we mature, though, “is that there is no ‘quick
fix’ for the human condition. The approach to wholeness is for
humankind a process of great length and difficulty that engages all our
own powers to their fullest extent over a long course of experience. But
we don’t like to hear this.”1111
The battle to warp God’s bold design rages on and it begins in our
mind. Check the tape running in your mind with what follows. What do
you think? How do you think? Challenge your thoughts with Reality.
Who are you going to believe—our crafty enemy who lies, deceives and
murders, or Jesus who loves you and has your highest and best on His
heart? God has designed us to have our real needs primarily met through
the process of reaching out radically to follow His call for us.
Experiencing that fullness comes through change—sanctification for
you theologs. The key is learning to minister from Christ’s resources to
others for Christ’s sake because He’s with us. God has designed us for
this.
Okay then, how do we live in this world with power, fruitfulness and
expectancy, even in our weakness?

Jesus on Serving
Jesus challenged two of His 1st century apprentices, James and John,
to reorient in three ways in this fascinating exchange towards the end of
His ministry time on earth. Please read Matthew 20:20-28 now. Matthew
retells this story to clarify Jesus’ purpose statement and to highlight the
importance of serving others.
In the last weeks of His earthly life, Jesus’ Aunt Salome comes to
Him with her two sons, James and John. She boldly requests the Father
give her two boys the places of highest authority next to Jesus in His
Kingdom. This ambition royally ticked off the other ten disciples. I
would have been spitting mad, too.
But not Jesus!
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Jesus perceives that His brash aunt and cousins have a value system
and vision few understood at the time. Jesus is the King of an awesome
Kingdom. Ministering with Jesus is an incredible opportunity, vastly
superior to everything else in life. They also see the immediacy of the
opportunity. Now is the time to reach for greatness with Jesus. Faith is
spelled R-I-S-K from our perspective and they risk everything, holding
back nothing, to count for greatness, which is the destiny for which God
created us.
I wonder if you and I see life as clearly now as they did then. Still,
Jesus needs to correct their concept of the Kingdom-life (and often ours)
on these three following counts: sacrifice, sovereignty, and service.
First, Jesus tells them that sacrifice and suffering, represented by the
cup, go hand in hand with ministering to others. Sacrifice is part and
parcel of the Kingdom and the sooner we accept this Reality, the more
benefit we receive from trials. We must be willing to accept pain on the
pathway of obeying Jesus if we are to experience fruitful ministry in His
Kingdom to the extent He desires. True greatness comes with a high
price tag, risking everything and holding back nothing.
Second, positions of authority are not theirs to grasp, but His Father’s
to give. Our Father in heaven sovereignly appoints each person’s work.
There is only one Commander in Chief in the Kingdom army. That
position is already filled and not by us! We willingly embrace God’s plan
and position for our lives without grasping and grabbing for more and
bigger and better. He is God and we are not. We live to “an audience of
Three-in-One,” Father, Son and Spirit.
Third, Jesus radically redefines true greatness. He first exposes the
self-centered attitudes of the other ten disciples. Then He describes the
harsh, controlling, selfish attitudes and actions of those who are in charge
over others in this world. Jesus uses few words in verse 25, but who
needs more? We have all personally experienced power-brokers whose
authority rests in position and visibility over others rather than for and
with others. Attitudes of control and competition grip these leaders in
business, home and society (and unfortunately also in some churches).
We naturally reject the human tendency of power-brokers to abuse
authority as they continually jockey for privilege, position, and power.
Jesus does not criticize the drive of His cousins for greatness,
exposed at the beginning of this passage, like so many may. Striving to
do something that has long-range impact on people is a reflection of
God’s image. God designed us for significant purpose. But Jesus turns
society’s value-system upside down (or rather, right side up!) by
redefining true greatness. There’s a high cost for greatness, but it’s not
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something we can clamor for. God is the ultimate Promoter! He gives
sovereignly as we partner with Jesus in selfless service for others. By
fusing all three elements together, Jesus birthed a counter-culture that
will shake our society to its roots. Can you imagine the influence this
could have on your social arenas (family-life, work-life, recreational-life,
church-life) if we were to practice serving others without compromise?
“Instead, whoever wants to become great among you must be
your servant, and whoever wants to be first must be your
slave” (Matthew 20:26-27).
I long to become great…in God’s eyes! Genuine greatness only
comes when we serve others sacrificially regardless of immediate cost or
return. In God’s sight, we move towards greatness when we align our
choices with God’s eternal design. With joyful exuberance, we serve and
minister to others without placing expectations on them since Jesus is our
model.
“Just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to
serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many” (Matthew
20:28).
Did you notice the two-fold response Jesus models for us?
His deliberate life-purpose is to turn from self-centeredness (“not to
be served”) and turn to serving the highest and best for others, even if it
caused temporary pain. Jesus has no ego entwined in His love for us.
Throughout the highs and lows of His life, Jesus lived with a profound
enthusiasm, embracing and celebrating life to carry out His life purpose
of serving others. Jesus came as a revolutionary. And He brought with
Him a revolutionary way both to live and to lead. He calls us to reign
with Him in life by serving others.1212
Jesus is the Model Man, everything God ever intended for the
crown-jewel of his creation. “Remember how I live and lead,” Jesus tells
His followers. “I put the best interests of those I love and lead ahead of
My own.”1313 Jesus wants to ego-proof His followers to live like He
lives and to lead like He leads. Be willing to thirst and hurt (“not…to be
served”) when necessary to serve others. There’s a cost…sometimes
steep. The way up is to descend to greatness by serving others without
considering our self-centered ego because this is God’s Eden-design.
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Key Theme: Descending to Greatness
How many of us, though, believe that we have been designed to
serve others? Really? Deep-down?
God created us in His image, the image of the Trinity, Father, Son,
and Spirit. The Trinity is a community-of-three, all committed to
influencing one another by serving. Serving! In Genesis 1, God created
us for relationship that leads to partnering with Him as co-regents over
His creation. Serving! In Matthew 20:20-28, Jesus states His purpose for
coming to earth. Serving! In Matthew 28:18-20, our Commander-in-chief
issues our marching orders, “make disciples of all people groups.”
Serving! We have been designed to serve, and will never experience the
freedom, fullness, joy, satisfaction, fulfillment and destiny which God
has planned for us until we fully embrace serving others for Jesus sake.
Let me take a quick run through a few verses to let the Spirit of God
convince you even more deeply.
In the previous passage, Jesus described those who have positions of
power and use them to control, dominate and lord it over others. In sharp
contrast to rulers who throw their weight around, Jesus calls those who
will influence others to become “first” and “great” by serving the highest
and best of others, descending to greatness by serving. The result is that
God will lift up these Jesus-followers to influence others toward their
highest and best. Serving others is the pattern for influence.
Just days later, Jesus speaks in the context of established leaders who
play to the applause of others and again sharply contrasts the hearts of
His followers with the norm in society.
“The greatest among you will be your servant. For whoever
exalts himself will be humbled, and whoever humbles himself
will be exalted” (Matthew 23:11-12).
“The choice is yours. Do you want me to lift you up to influence or
take you down?” says Jesus. “If you want to fulfill your bold design and
destiny by using the great authority and resulting power that I have given
you to serve others, I will make you great.”
Philippians chapter 2 may be the clearest single chapter in the Bible
describing our calling as servants. It follows the same simple, divine
pattern. Verses 6-11 express one of the most profound, theological
descriptions of Jesus’ life on earth, but it’s merely an illustration of how
to serve (compare verse 5).
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But [Jesus] made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a
servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in
appearance as a man, he humbled himself and became
obedient to death—even death on a cross! (Philippians 2:6-8).
Although Jesus knew that He was equal with the Father Himself
(verse 6), He descended by leaving heaven, emptying Himself of His
prerogatives to act as God during His time on earth, became a man, a
servant among men, and died a
death, even the most painful one
imaginable. Profound!
Unfathomable! But a prototype
for mankind! Although Jesus
knew He possessed the greatest
position of power in the universe
(God Himself), He descended to
serve, descended to greatness.
His Father, therefore, elevated
Him to influence for all eternity
(read verses 2:9-11). The Father still lifts up those with serving hearts.
James, the half-brother of Jesus and the first-among-equals leader of
the Jerusalem church, chipped in with this pithy, Spirit inspired
statement.
Humble yourselves before the Lord, and he will lift you up
(James 4:10).1414
God has given mankind tremendous authority and power. God
designed us to rule with Him in life as the crown-jewel of His creation as
co-regents with Him. He’s not changed His mind. In another passage,
Paul states that we are already seated together with Christ in His
heavenly, regal authority. Paul argues that since we have been given
authority to judge angels, certainly we have authority in the human
realm. Because Jesus has all authority in heaven and earth, He
commissions us to partner with Him.1515
God has never detoured from His original Eden-purpose and nothing
less will satisfy Him. “Descend” to greatness by serving others for
Christ’s sake so we can “reign in life through Jesus Christ.”1616 Unless
we grasp God’s ongoing Eden-plan for His people, we will miss the
highest and best He has prepared for us here on earth. His people who
possess great authority descend to greatness.
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Joining the Battle
How can we serve others selflessly if we believe they have
something we desperately need for our own fulfillment? To give away
something we desperately crave is not easy. To desire to give it away and
find delight in the act seems impossible and even insane. But nothing
could be saner! In Eden, God designed us to receive and give away. This
is also what Jesus calls us to. We only really “have” what we give away.
God’s Kingdom turns world-values topsy-turvy.
After I have taught on these themes, invariably someone asks, “But,
Jim, does this work in the real world of business and family?” Since we
see serving others as unrealistic and for another time or world, this is
further evidence of how far our current belief-set about Christianity has
eroded. After all, isn’t this how Jesus responded in the passage above in
Matthew 20:28?17
A not-to-be-served commitment offsets the harmful pull of the world
and the flesh, which manipulates so our lusts will be subtly fulfilled. Notto- be-served removes those obstacles that hinder growth. A to-serveothers commitment releases the abundant life and potential available in
Jesus through Kingdom-life. Both are essential. I hope the diagram
below helps clarify these divergent responses. Stop now and ask God to
help you evaluate your last 24 hours through His lens.

“Blinded” describes the left side. We run into people every day
practicing the left side, with no awareness that they are ruining their
lives. Step by step they are undermining their awesome destiny.
“Humility” describes the right side. Now, humility gets a lot of bad
press in society today, but it’s the soil out of which all other Christian
virtues grow, including a servant heart. Humility means accurately
knowing ourselves, a correct view of ourselves in light of God and His
Word. One person said, “Humility is not to think ourselves little, but to
think little of ourselves.” We simply don’t spend much time thinking
about ourselves, either lowly or highly. One way or the other, we cease
our preoccupation with ourselves. Humility is the sense of entire
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dependence on God that comes when we see how truly God is all and we
desire to make way for God to be all in our lives. The crowning test of
genuine humility is how we respond to others, especially when someone
treats us like a servant.
It’s Jesus that is the object of our thoughts. Without Him we can do
nothing that counts; with Him we can do all things to which He calls us,
including serving others.1818 I was on the receiving side of this serving
more times than once in Germany. My youngest daughter, Liz, was in 1st
grade when we felt called to Germany. I thoroughly enjoyed most of our
time there, but it was not without titanic struggles. Liz seemed to have an
intuitive sense when I was struggling. She would come to me and rub my
back or sit on my lap or give me a hug. That small act of service worked
wonders. The discouragement often evaporated on the spot.
If we pursue happiness, joy, fulfillment, or meaning for ourselves
alone or in our own ways, we will fall far short. But serve God and
others and in His timing He will give all these to us as a wonderful byproduct. Isn’t that an amazingly bold design from a good God? The
Spirit of God releases this win-win at its best, but we must also have
discernment to distinguish core needs from critical desires!1919
In the last few months as these thoughts have occupied my focus,
I’ve seen a subtle, but distinct inward change happening.2020 I’ve been
free as never before to serve regardless of how others respond to me. I’ve
experienced positive change in my work, family and church
relationships. When we give ourselves away to others for the sake of the
Kingdom, the protective walls come down one brick after another. God
will take care of our needs and longings, to a great extent here, but
finally in eternity. This is authentic freedom.
There is a delight now to do little things for others with less selffocus. Why? God has designed me for this…and you, too. He has also
filled my deepest needs for affirmation, belonging and purpose (chapters
5-8). I’m satisfied in Jesus. I’m one of His treasured children. So I’m
actually experiencing times when I would rather serve others than have
my own wishes fulfilled. A martyr spirit?
So far from it! It’s a joyful choice. I’ve seldom experienced such
wonderful emotions that range from quiet contentment to exultant,
ecstatic joy as I’ve loved and served others. I can celebrate God and His
faithfulness. Those emotions, sweet as they are, are simply by-products
of loving God and others. I'm beginning to get in touch with God’s
wonderful, eternal, bold design as a value that moves my life. I’m simply
fulfilling the same purpose for which God created me as I realign my life
with His delight and His bold design.
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Lord, help me keep growing in this manner! 2121

Two Key Questions
Matthew 20:28 teaches that Jesus came to bring a revolutionary style
of leadership, servant-leadership rather than position-based leadership.
Jesus the Revolutionary also became our ransom on the cross to bring
new life, the payment that frees slaves from bondage and restores
freedom to experience intimacy with God. When we come to Jesus, for
the first time in our personal experience, we are free—free indeed! Now
we can drink deeply from the satisfying life of Jesus. Finally we can gaze
at life from a satisfactory vantage point to begin to answer two questions
that are of utmost importance for our lives.2222
What are we free from? And what are we free for?
Reflect back over the description of forgiveness in the fifth chapter
in Section Two: Free Indeed! We are free once and for all because of
Jesus from the just penalty we earned for our sinful attitudes and actions.
In your mind’s eye, review the other three remaining chapters in Free
Indeed! We are now free in Christ from the “must” or “have to” of the
bondage of sin and separation from God’s love and purpose. We’re
finally free from the hectic driven-ness of self-centeredness and
performance-to-please responses.
What are we free for?
Like Jesus, we are free to receive abundant life and love and
resources from the Father and to give them away to others. We are
restored to God’s original Eden-identity and
Eden-intimacy in Christ. Now we are free
to receive from Jesus, the Source of eternal
life, becoming like Him and partnering with
Him by giving away His life and love. In!
From! Like! With! All are essential in this
great adventure.2323 Service to others for
Christ sake is the currency that is never
devalued in the economy of the Kingdom of
God! 2424 For the first time in our lives, we are free to be who God has
always meant us to be. “I’ll joyfully serve others on His behalf.” Our
lives have authentic significance because we respond to His call.
What is that calling?
We love because he first loved us. (1 John 4:19)
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Jesus replied: “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your mind….Love your neighbor
as yourself” (Matthew 22:37-40).
This is God’s heartbeat. He takes the initiative. He must because He
is Good and Generous and we’re still in-process. Freely receive and
freely give. Jesus forgave us, so forgive others. Jesus accepts us as we
are, so accept others. Jesus empowers us, so empower others. Receive
love from Him and give it away to others. He never created us to be selfreliant and ego-centered, but God-reliant and other-centered. Core needs
are met directly by faith in Jesus. Critical desires are best met indirectly
as we receive from God and give it away to serve the highest good of
others, no matter what the temporary cost or what we receive in
return.2525
Do we have any idea how radical this is?

The Abyss of Fear
You might exclaim, “Yes, I do! And I feel the grip of fear when I
think about it!” Join the crowd.
My natural personality is timid and likes to play it safe and certain.
But God has still called us to be risk-takers, no matter what our
emotional or personality makeup. He’s given us spiritual eyes to see
beyond the turbulence of our own emotions by revealing a new True
north in our inner world, serving in community.
My wife, Fran, saw a special report on the large number of returning
WWII vets who risked by launching their own businesses. As the
reporter asked them about this higher degree of risk-taking in business
start-ups, one man’s answer was incisive. “No one is shooting bullets at
me. What do I have to fear?”
Sometimes as I reach out to serve others at the immediate expense of
not protecting my personal ego, I feel like a bungee jumper must feel.
When she leaps over the side, there must be a split second when she
wonders if the bungee-cord will hold tight. When she feels the firm,
secure tug at the bottom of
the jump, what relief!26
When we stand at the
brink of the “cliff of false
safety,” remember that the
only true safety is to trust
Go as He extends His
“bungee of love” to us. Look up into the smiling face of a Father who
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delights in you. Realize the good He has already provided for you
through Christ to overcome fear, to be fruitful and to bring Him pleasure.
Until we realize in the depths of our being that no legitimate longing in
our hearts is beyond the power and intent of Jesus to satisfy, all change is
merely cosmetic. What is the most secure place in the universe? Resting
all our worries and cares in His love, depicted with the bungee of love
below.
One man recommends handling fear in the pathway of ministry this
way. When you battle fear, stop and look fear in the eye. Smile. Give
fear a little wave and say “Hi!” Then go right on with Jesus and step into
that greater experience of life. Not bad!
Is there any fear that is hindering you from loving and serving others
for Jesus sake? Identify the fear. When did it first begin? Return and
partner with the Spirit to pull it out by its roots. Then, since God’s
bungee cord of love embraces you securely, jump towards the abyss of
fear the enemy has dug. After all, no one is shooting bullets at you. And
the bungee cord of God’s love fits perfectly and never, ever fails. It’s
exhilarating! How is God stirring you to step out?

Now What?
Have you caught it? What Jesus calls us to is not hard; it’s
impossible…without Him! But His life flowing in and through us makes
it happen, just like a branch abiding in the vine.
I was walking today and saw a large hawk soaring majestically on
the winds. Since the law of gravity pulls down anything that is heavier
than air, how could this hawk soar without violating the law of gravity?
Simple.
There is a higher law—the law of aerodynamics—that supersedes the
law of gravity and frees the hawk to soar. In the same way, God has
given us a law of life in the Spirit that supersedes the law of sin and
death.
Through Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit of life set me free
from the law of sin and death (Romans 8:2).
Like loving parents tend the needs of their infant, the Holy Spirit
cares for you. But unlike the child outgrowing his need for a parent's
care, you will never outgrow your need for the Holy Spirit. He lives in
you to nurture, cleanse, empower, gift and produce character and fruit
like Jesus as He guides us on this adventure we call life. God cut directly
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to the heart of the matter when He told one of His key leaders how
indispensable the Holy Spirit was for his life…and for ours today.
This is the word of the LORD to Zerubbabel: “Not by might nor
by power, but by my Spirit,” says the LORD Almighty
(Zechariah 4:6).
How does the Spirit help us live this out in a practical way in the
rough and tumble times of life in the 3rd millennium? I frankly do not
have all this Christian-walk stuff figured out yet. I also have no formula
to offer.2727 However,
“Something comes into our own energies and capacities and
expands them. We are laid hold of by Something greater than
ourselves. We can face things, create things, accomplish many
things that in our own strength would have been
impossible.”2828
That’s Kingdom life with this Big God. Our lives are an exotic
mingling of the divine and the human. God fashioned Adam from dust,
but breathed into Him His own life.
“The Holy Spirit seems to mix and mingle His power with our own,
so that what happens is both a heightening of our own powers, and a gift
to us from outside.”2929
Please read the following verses slowly. Note the mix of our
intensive effort because of God’s powerful initiative. Talk them over
with God in whatever need, difficulty or mystery you now face in life.
Our loving Father wants us to be brutally honest with Him as we develop
godly habits. His longing is for us to be detailed in our thoroughness in
bringing to Him everything that we think or feel or do. Challenge your
present thinking patterns and lifestyle.
I worked harder than all of them—yet not I, but the grace of
God that was with me (1 Corinthians 15:10).
But we have this treasure [the radiance of Christ] in jars of clay
to show that this all-surpassing power is from God and not
from us (2 Corinthians 4:7).
Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we
ask or imagine, according to his power that is at work within
us…through his Spirit in your inner being (Ephesians 3:20,
16, note the reverse order for emphasis).
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Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always
obeyed…continue to work out your salvation with fear and
trembling, for it is God who works in you to will and to act
according to his good purpose (Phil. 2:12b-13).
To this end I labor, struggling with all his energy, which so
powerfully works in me (Colossians 1:29)3030
The Kingdom-life is a divine dance, with God as lead partner. It’s all
about God the Father, Son, and Spirit, but we are also personally
accountable to respond to God’s initiative. How can they both be true
simultaneously? God has made us able to respond to His ability
(“response-able”), even though we cannot put it together intellectually.
Respond to both truths. In the spiritual life, there are many paradoxes
(two truths that seemingly contradict each other). Hold both sides of a
biblical paradox in tension because that response propels us to God, just
like when we use both pedals to ride a bicycle. This is Kingdom life and
ministry.
But we still live in the “already, but not yet” of the Kingdom. There
is mystery and wonder and awe involved in the Christian experience. I
understand that this only acknowledges the mystery and does not explain
it. We must learn, however, to push on both pedals. Live with tension
and confusion. Focus on a “theology of awe & wonder” that takes these
tensions and lifts them to God in worship because this awesome God is
so much greater than we can ever think or imagine.3131
God pours out His Spirit. We can spend the outpouring of His Spirit
on ourselves and become a Dead Sea. Or we can respond to God and use
the 100-fold outpouring of God to release life in others. God has called
us to reign with Him in life.
It’s your choice, partner!

Prayer
“Lord, as I begin to understand a bit more of Your call to a lifelong
adventure of responding to Your initiative, I’m humbled and excited all
at the same time. I confess what You know so well; without You I can do
nothing, but with You I can do whatever You call me to. Mysterious
paradox! Lord Jesus, don’t allow me to be satisfied with anything less
than Your full desires. Help me to keep pushing through the superficial
into all You’ve prepared for me for Your sake. Amen.”
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Simplicity Beyond Complexity
(Optional Summary)
1. Our physical bodies express everything we do as believers.
Although God created all things for the use of people, God intended for
them to always remain external to the person and subservient. The
temptation is: “I deserve to be free from pain and experience happiness
in my life now so it’s okay for me to do whatever is necessary to chase
that goal.”
2. Change is possible and positive only because of our Lord Jesus
Christ and the Spirit of the Living God. Change for Christians is “a
golden treasure, a gift from God of such fabulous worth as to call for
constant thanksgiving”3232 because God is behind the scenes
orchestrating change.
3. Jesus radically redefines true greatness as serving others for His
sake. God created us to draw from the love of this wonderful, winsome,
generous, kind, good God with all our effort, and to love and serve others
as a joyful expression of our deepest personhood, just like Jesus. What an
awesome, lifelong adventure!
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Do S-T-U-D-Y on ???33

10. God’s Hidden Treasure
To understand me, you’ve got to know that I’m mechanically
“challenged.”
Recently my wife was showing me a new camcorder in the mall. It
had automatic everything, which I obviously need. The camcorder was
hooked up to a big-screen TV to show how great the picture was. I
picked up the camcorder, put it close to my face to aim it and then looked
at the screen. I was shocked to see the screen vividly displaying little
craters with stubble-like tree trunks growing out of the center. I looked
up to check where I was aiming and then glanced at the screen again.
This time a frightening, gaping, dark hole appeared on the screen right
beneath a hairy forest.
Then I realized I was holding the camcorder backwards. I was
viewing my five o’clock stubble and mustached mouth in Technicolor.
Because I recognized that my perspective was off, I made a change. I
quickly turned the camcorder around so it could operate properly—as the
maker designed it.

Change!
What is your gut reaction when you hear the word “change”?
My oldest daughter, Debbie, recently sent me a quotation from one
of my favorite authors, A. W. Tozer. Change has never been easy for her.
She wrote how refreshing her time with God has been recently amid
change because of her growing understanding of how wonderful and
faithful this Big God is that we serve.
Tozer writes that the law of change belongs to a fallen and sinscarred world. Men and women of faith can only find everlasting
permanence in God, since He alone is unchangeable. While still on earth
in the “not-yet” of the Kingdom, change can work for the children of the
Kingdom, rather than against us. The Spirit of the Living God works
all…
“the changes that occur in them. As much as we deplore the
lack of stability in all earthly things, in a fallen world such as
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this the very ability to change is a golden treasure, a gift from
God of such fabulous worth as to call for constant
thanksgiving.”1
This helps me better understand my love-hate association with
change. I love the results as I partner with God and become more like
Jesus. We have Good News! I’m not locked into being what I’ve always
been, thank God.2 There is hope. Expectancy. But, yes, often pain, too. In
the midst of the pain that accompanies change, the process often stinks!
The events of Genesis chapter 3 frightfully disrupted the perfect bliss
in the Garden of Eden. But God never abandoned His original Eden-plan
to make us contagious carriers of His life. As we’ve discovered in this
book, Jesus provides more than enough to reestablish spiritual intimacy
with the Father. Change is essential, however, for God to restore us to
His original purposes to celebrate deep, spiritual intimacy with Him and
to reflect this infectious love-relationship to others.
Do you long for transformation” Are you ready to change? And how
do we change? What does the Holy Spirit use to change us? Before
continuing, please take a few moments to jot down some of the means
He uses.
• _______________________________________________
• _______________________________________________
• _______________________________________________
• _______________________________________________
Maximum change is possible and positive only because of our Lord
Jesus Christ and the Spirit of the Living God. But we have our part. The
soil of His garden that’s most conducive to healthy spiritual growth is an
ample mix of responsible relationships, life-related truth, and intentional
responses. What means does God use to encourage us to seek after
change? It’s not so much our satisfied needs that motivate us, but rather
our unsatisfied needs. So use an awareness of any inability or lack to
move you to push towards Jesus, rather than listening to the enemy’s
discouragement.
Positive change results more from the way we evaluate and respond
to challenging circumstances than the circumstances themselves.
Kingdom people steeped in a strong sense of challenge and adventure
consider change natural and expected. They embrace transition as God's
loving hand for continuing spiritual development.
Why?
Simple! God desires His best for us. God meets us right where we
are and changes us over our lifetime into what we long to become. This
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is the steady, but sometimes faint, echo of God’s original bold design for
deep and cherished connection with Him and ministry for Him
(belonging and purpose).
Jesus provides new life. Living things grow. Growth brings change.
Change means transition and challenge. View change as interlaced with
God-provided possibilities for your highest and best (not positive
thinking, but Reality thinking!) This attitude produces hardiness,
resiliency and steadfastness to push through the tough times.
Have you learned yet to view change as “a golden treasure, a gift
from God of such fabulous worth as to call for constant thanksgiving”3
because God is behind the scenes orchestrating change, even when it’s
uncomfortable? God is calling us to live willingly in this “uncomfortable
zone” as strangers to this present world system.
A couple personalized questions remain, since God designed us to
serve: “Why do I find it so difficult to minister God’s love?” “How do I
change?” Do I also find it easy to ask for help and receive it?”

Designed to Serve
Early in my Christian life I learned about serving others and have
practiced this fairly consistently for twenty-six years. Just this summer,
however, I entered a season where I was getting weary of well doing.4
Oh, it was subtle, but I began to notice little thoughts sneaking in like:
“When are you going to get what you desire, Jim?” “That person should
have responded nicer to your offer to help them.” “You’re not really
understood or valued.”
When those whispers lingered (whether they were right or not), I
served others more from duty than from God’s design. Serving in this
duty-laced way will be rewarded by God, but it was exhausting and, I’m
sure, I communicated to others a subtle martyr spirit (or not so subtle!)
Serving others like this clashed with my inward longings. My
commitment to serve began to feel like a prison that prevented me from
experiencing personal happiness, pleasure and joy.5
I began to feel like the loser as I served others. I built up hidden,
protective walls that limited the extent of my ministry and passion in
serving. No one else may have noticed, even though I knew I would only
love others so far.
What was happening?
God was stripping away the protective veneer of my inner life so I
could understand how I was confusing critical desires with core needs
(that only God can fulfill). Conflict exposes the deceitful “CD’s” running
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in my head and challenges me to engage my heart. Substituting critical
desires (even legitimate, God-given ones for growing relationships with
people and significant accomplishments) for core needs, which only God
can fulfill, brought chaos.6
Why did a loving Father do this? So I could experience more of His
blessing! But I didn’t see anything positive in it at the time. Blessing His
people is the Father’s heart! I hope you can feel my passion to
communicate this clearly because it’s so vital for living out life with
Jesus on this planet.
I had built unseen, protective walls around my heart to guard it from
suffering personal pain or loss. But unfortunately these barriers or
boundaries are always two-way walls. Yes, it protects me from a
measure of pain for a time. The same boundary, however, cuts me off
from people, hinders me from receiving the full blessing God has for me,
and also acts as a dam limiting God’s work through me. What a triple
tragedy because my thinking had become bounded by time!7
Have you wondered recently why your spiritual life is a little stale or
flat? Has joy become a stranger? How radically do you love others by
serving them for Jesus sake? What inner walls have you erected?
Please believe God here. Every act to protect or serve our selfcentered egos adds a brick to our protective wall that blocks us off from
serving others and receiving the full blessing God desires. This truth is
revolutionary, if we’ve not yet caught it. God designed us to experience
personal satisfaction by serving others out of intimate relationship with
Him.
We must understand this bold, eternal design and His Kingdom
purpose in using hard times to pry our hands away from grasping this
world too tightly. How can we keep this Kingdom focus as we serve?

God’s Double-edged
Gift for Change God to the rescue again! God has given us a
wonderful double-edged gift from the throne room of heaven to
accelerate the process of removing the barriers to serving others. The two
gifts work together synergistically to release life and ministry and an
eternal perspective. Both are essential for our maturity. Most of us
delight in the first gift and scorn the second. Both are, however, rich,
inseparable blessings that come from God’s loving heart and work
together for our best.
What are these two gifts?
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For it has been granted to you on behalf of Christ not only to
believe on him, but also to suffer for him. (Philippians 1:29)8
The first is faith or belief standing firmly on the certain, but unseen,
realities of God and His Word. Faith creates nothing. It simply
substantiates and gives evidence of what we can’t yet see. Just as fish
live in water, faith is the atmosphere we children of God breathe. We’re
called “believers.” We stand, walk and live by faith with God as its
object.9 At the heart of the Christian life lies belief in the invisible, God
Himself and His sure promises. God promises, but His promises lie
dormant until ignited by faith, just as a spark ignites gasoline.
Many people are willing to “believe” what seems to us probable.
Faith, however, has nothing at all to do with probabilities. Faith is based
on certainties (although unseen certainties) and performs where sight can
never go.10 The object of faith is always God Himself and His promises
of an eternal relationship with Him. I’ve sketched some of these
magnificent promises throughout this book.
May I ask what your first emotion was when you just read the word
“suffer” above in Philippians 1:29? Usually a range from horror to
sadness! Suffering is, however, the second grace-gift from God’s loving
hand.
“How can this be?!” we respond incredulously. After years of
walking with Jesus, I believe God is giving me a small glimpse into the
wonderful, life-releasing purpose God has for suffering and trials. If we
want to walk without compromise with Jesus here and now, we will
suffer and God will use it for our eternal good!
In fact, everyone who wants to live a godly life in Christ Jesus
will be persecuted (2 Timothy 3:10).
Sounds strange, doesn’t it? Let me clarify.
Despair and hopelessness crash over me like tidal waves in trials
when my ego has taken control. I’ve lost the assurance of God’s
overriding care. I forget that God created me for eternity. There’s a
powerful temptation to cut short God’s patient process and scurry to
counterfeits. I stop serving out of design or duty, only doing what excites
me, neglecting to serve if there’s no excitement, forgetting that God does
not owe us happiness.11
This widespread feeling that God owes us causes terrible and
unnecessary grief in the middle of trials. Because of this self-centered
plague, we focus on our circumstances and ourselves rather than on God.
How often these deceptive tactics of Satan have been successful!
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Perspective on Change, Anyone?
When I was young and took an eye test, I looked through a book
with numbers written with tiny, colored dots on multicolored pages.
Some of the pages had no numbers on them…at least as far as I could
see. I’m partially color blind to the color red, so I could not see any
numbers written in red. Does this mean there were no red numbers on
those pages? Absurd! Just because I perceive reality in error does not
mean that those numbers are not real.
This world-system is blind to the color “sorrow and suffering”
because it has no concept of eternity. Our society does everything
possible to avoid and mask all forms of pain. Start by counting the
billions of dollars spent on pain medicine (or opening your own medicine
cabinet). It is imperative for Christians that we develop a healthy, robust
theology of pain and suffering. Is our thinking here shaped more by
society of by our Team-of-Three, Father, Son and Spirit?
God often uses both a release of faith and tough times to expose my
wrong thinking and my negative spiritual fortresses that I’m blind to. I’m
more concerned to relieve the pain of the tip of the iceberg than to
persevere patiently as God also deals with the massive, hidden part
below the waterline. Trials strip me to the bare essentials. Do I see big
problems and a small God, or a big God who works through challenging
times from eternity and for eternity?
Do any of you like trials themselves? Not me, and that’s okay. Jesus
did not enjoy the cross. We do like the changes, however, that come as a
result of some trials. Jesus endured the cross because of the joy of
bringing many sons and daughters back to the Father.12 We are not
masochists enjoying and chasing after suffering.13 Neither are we martyrs
with a victim outlook, blaming God and others and stewing in the juices
of our own bitterness. But God has called us to minister His life from
heaven’s perspective and trials are one of God’s grace-gifts to prepare us
for that assignment.
Also, don’t swallow the half-truth, “Trials cause growth.” Trials
don’t automatically mean growth since growth also depends on our
response and our response depends on our perspective.14 Put an egg, a
potato, and a coffee bean in the same boiling water and the egg hardens,
the potato softens, and the coffee bean releases rich flavor. It’s the same
with the hot water of trials and suffering. It’s not so much the outward
event as our inward values and beliefs driving our responses that settle
how we respond. Trials will come. I can only choose how I will respond
to trials. Trials will either make us bitter or better. Lord, make me a
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potato/coffee Christian so the hot water of conflict will soften me and
release flavor.

God Works from Good for Good
Can God really use suffering, trials, and problems for our best?
You bet! Both faith and trials can accelerate change. God loves us so
much that He’s always committed to His highest and best for us, even if
it includes conflict and suffering. God is unwilling to compromise His
best for us no matter how much it hurts. Like a great parent, He loves us
too much to do otherwise.
Please, please write tenderness and sensitivity, patience and process
over all I’m saying. If I were there with you in person, I’d try to
communicate this with a warm hug and a smiling “I care,” especially if
you are in the middle of a gnarly trial right now. There are no simplistic
or pat answers to living out this life of Christ. But I wouldn’t be honest
with you if I did not share God’s truth. Even amid hard times, a loving,
caring, good King and Father has it all in control. Paul writes:
And we know that in all things God works for the good of those
who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.
(Romans 8:28)
Look at the context of this wonderful grace-promise as we begin to
plumb a thimbleful of its depths.
Paul has just listed some of the awesome blessings of being joined
with Christ in Romans 5:1-8:14. We are co-heirs with God the Son in all
His fathomless treasure. Paul then caps off chapter 8 with a mindblowing crescendo of fabulous promises from God the Holy Spirit (8:527) and from God the Father (8:28-39). Interwoven in this God-Reality,
however, Paul diverts to the tough times we’ll experience in this
world…a world that groans in frustration and pain until Jesus returns to
usher in eternity.
…if indeed we share in his sufferings in order that we may also
share in his glory. I consider that our present sufferings are not
worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us
(Romans 8:17B-18, cp. also 20-28)
Or is it a diversion?
Why teach on suffering in the context of God’s promises of blessings
and the Reality of eternity?
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Paul was writing to men and women who were suffering hard times
and trials in their own lives. They were baffled. Confused. How could
tough times be reconciled with God’s great promises? “Look at my
situation. Everything is going against me. Where is God the Spirit in
this? How can a good Father allow this to happen to me if I’m His son?
Are these sweeping promises from God the Son about a bright future true
for me? Does the triune God even hear me? WHY, God?”
The all-embracing promise that our Father works in all for the good
of His people15 assumes that not every event will be good. Living in an
imperfect world with imperfect people and an active enemy who fires
live ammo is all part of Reality for us Christians. Let’s face it!
But a Christian can candidly look the most difficult and horrific trial
directly in the eye and be brutally honest with God. He longs for honesty.
Although God can bring good out of the experience, the experience itself
does not become good. This is no make-believe fairy tale. Like in the
metamorphosis process as a worm becomes a beautiful butterfly, God
uses tough times. However He employs them in a way to promote our
good to bring about His great purposes, even when the event itself is evil.
In the dark, lonely cocoon, something beautiful happens.

God’s Good Plan
Can you hear your own story line here? Are despair and hopelessness
sometimes more real than God’s promises in suffering? I want to give
you hope. No matter how destructive or devastating your past has been,
nothing irredeemable has happened to you or me or can ever happen on
our way to God’s destiny for us.
Why?
Because of God. He is both willing and able. He loves us. He is
sovereign. He can do anything and everything. He is Lord over the “way
to.” He does care. You can trust Him. Completely! Always! God has His
good plan!
“In a way that defies analysis, God is able to bring good out of
evil. He awaits only my confidence in him to turn suffering into
a knife to carve away moral cancer. As drought in summer
makes tree roots dig deeper into the soil or as exhausting
training increases the power and speed of an athlete, so
suffering makes saints. In suffering then, I give thanks. I give
thanks not for the suffering but in it. I thank him that his grace
is sufficient. I thank him that he is able to deliver me and that in
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his own time he will. I thank him that he can turn the suffering
to serve his own purposes in my life.”16
Our past by no means determines our future, but it’s also a potent
source for discovering the good plans God has for us. I’m beginning to
see trials as God’s means to point out hidden and harmful strongholds.
I’m trying to respond, “Thank you, Lord, for pointing out another area of
my life that’s not yet fully flooded with your life and your love. I confess
and turn from my sin, and ask You to flood every recess of this area with
your freeing love.”17
God is eager for us to grasp this or we’ll miss the wonderful changes
He longs to build into our lives through tough times. I’m aware that this
differs dramatically from the world’s ideas, but Father does know best.
He begins by giving us a deeper glimpse of whom He is, what He has
done and continues to do. God’s answer is always first theological,
helping us to know and experience Him amid difficult times.
When a “tornado” storms into your life, how will you respond?
“Lord, help me to actively rest in Your eternal presence, which is the eye
of the storm, knowing full well the devastation of the turmoil swirling
around me.”
 This response avoids the pitfall of denial (“It’s not really so
bad.”)
 It avoids the pitfall of a victim-martyr spirit (“I always get the
short end of the straw.”)
 It avoids the pitfall of discouragement or depression (“What’s
the use of even trying.”)
 And it avoids the pitfall of passivity leading to disengagement
(“Well, there’s nothing I can do anyway.”)

Why Suffering?
“When a trial overwhelms me, how do I know God isn’t just
punishing me for something I’ve done wrong?”
Good question! This question is crucial to develop and respond from
a healthy, robust theology of pain and suffering, although mystery
remains. There are essentially four kinds of suffering, and it’s essential
that we differentiate them.
First, we all suffer as human beings because we live in a fallen world
of fallen humanity. This world is not the world God originally created.
This has nothing to do with punishment, but comes just because we live
in a world of pain and suffering, even though we also know joy and
beauty. Believers are strangers and alien in this world. It’s not our real
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home. A misunderstanding of this category of trials fueled the following
question.
His disciples asked [Jesus], “Rabbi, who sinned, this man or
his parents, that he was born blind?” (John 9:2).
For this category of pain, we are not responsible for the pain we
experience. The parents who lose a young child from cancer cry out in
agony, “Why did You take my child, God?” as if the pain is discipline
from God for something they did. No, it was not God who killed the
child, but evil in the world. God weeps with the parents. In His last
private talk with His followers, Jesus spoke these sobering and
encouraging words.
“I have told you these things, so in me you may have peace. In
this world you will have trouble. But take heart! I have
overcome the world” (John 16:33).
Second, Christians may also suffer because of faithfully following
Jesus without compromise, doing good in a world with a dragon/roaring
lion seeking to devour us. We have an active enemy (the prince of this
world) who does not like God’s people serving through Kingdom works.
Don’t be surprised if we get tripped up now and again in the arena of
suffering. Even the Apostle Peter was occasionally blinded by the
world’s view on suffering. Let me set the scene. The time of Jesus’ death
was drawing near. Jesus began to explain His impending suffering and
death to His disciples. The text goes on.
Peter took [Jesus] aside and began to rebuke him. “Never,
Lord!” he said. “This [suffering and death] shall never happen
to you!” (Matt. 16:22).
In other words, “Lord, I know best. Avoid suffering at all costs.
Bypass the cross and go for the crown without detouring, Jesus.” How
did Jesus respond?
Jesus turned and directly confronted His close friend in love.
“Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to me; you
do not have in mind the things of God, but the things of men”
(Matthew 16:23).
Was Jesus harsh to Peter with such direct words? No, Jesus
understood how subtle our enemy, Satan, is. This misconception (a
crown without the cross) undermines God’s Kingdom purpose. Jesus
replied to Peter, “The values you are reflecting, Peter, are Satan’s own
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values, not my Father’s. You act like a mere man without My life and
vision. I smell sulfur behind your words.” Jesus then went on to talk in
clear terms about the high cost and higher privilege of discipleship.18
Third, we suffer for our own disobedience to God’s natural and
spiritual laws and for our sins and stupidity. God says, “Don’t because it
will hurt you”, but we play litt’l gods and do it anyway, ignoring His
natural and spiritual laws. Self-centeredness and pride rule our “flesh” or
“self.” When we live out of our sinfulness and play little gods, the
natural consequences of hurt and pain follow. The book of Jonah is the
classic example of negative results flowing out of deliberate
disobedience to God’s known will. Jonah trials lead us away from God
and are for correction to restore us to intimacy. God told Jonah,
“Go to the great city of Nineveh and preach against it, because
its wickedness has come up before me.” But Jonah ran away
from the Lord and headed for Tarshish (Jonah 1:2)
Fourth, Christians also suffer discipline directly from God to train us
for our highest and best. How does a runner move to the next level? He
or she must run fast enough to retrain muscles and to break through the
old levels of expectations that are holding them back. To use another
analogy, this type trial is like medicine. God uses an eye-dropper to
carefully dispense as little as possible to bring change, just like a
compassionate mother with her children. To grasp the secret of
disciplinary suffering (and to know the difference) is to cooperate with
the process of transformation. Job is the classic example since his
suffering was not a result of some sin.
Then the Lord said to Satan, “Have you considered my servant
Job? There is no one on earth like him; he is blameless and
upright…” (Job 1:8).
Although I confess the mystery, Job suffered because he was doing
such a good job in his life with God God’s purpose was for good, so Job
would experience Him in a deeper and fuller way. Before the trial, Job
knew God by hearing (more distant), but afterwards by seeing (more
intimate and personal).
“My ears had heard of you but now my eyes have seen you” (Job
42:5).
If Job were sipping a warm cup of coffee with us now, I’d ask him,
“Job, was it all worth it?” What do you think his answer would be? I’m
convinced he would break into a wide smile and exclaim with moist
eyes, “You bet it was, Jim! If I knew then what I’ve experienced since,
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I’d embrace all the pain and suffering in a heart-beat because I now
know God so much more intimately.” Job trials bring us closer to God,
although they don’t always feel like it in the midst.

Distinguish What Differs
Why is it so important that we are able to distinguish different
categories of suffering or trials? Let me give you an example.
If a guy in a mask walked up to you, took out a knife, stabbed you in
the stomach, left you in an unconscious state and took all your money,
what would you call him?
It depends!
If it happens in a back alley and I call the police, he’s a mugger. If it
happens in the local hospital in a brightly lit room, he’s a doctor. Trials
are like that. The key is to be able to distinguish between a mugging and
a surgery and apply the right response.19
We suffer because of the three-fold enemy we face, the world, the
devil, and our flesh. Category one, we suffer because we live in a fallen
world. Category two, we have an active enemy who seeks to deceive and
devour us. Category three, we suffer because of our flesh, deliberately
disobeying God and setting ourselves up as little gods.
Each one demands a different response. Recognize suffering in the
world, rebuke the devil and he will flee, and resist self-centered
responses (say “no”) and confess when you blow it. In sharp contrast, do
you want to serve God more powerfully? Then receive and embrace what
comes from God’s loving hand in the pathway of service because it’s
essential for growth (the fourth category).20
I have a friend who is a trainer in a gym. He taught me about “good”
pain and “bad” pain. To get fit, I would need to work and stretch my
muscles beyond their comfort zone. The “good” pain the day after a
workout demonstrates that the muscles have been broken down in order
to rebuild. The muscle fiber then recreates and grows back to a higher
level of performance. “Bad” pain comes when I lift improperly or overdo
it and a muscle tears or pulls.
How do I respond to “bad” pain? I correct my bad lifting habits and
give my muscles time and space to heal. How do I respond to “good”
pain? I intentionally push through, patiently looking toward the expected
end. The same God who designed our bodies also designed our spiritual
life. The first three categories of trials are “bad” pain (which a good God
still can use for our good), but the fourth is “good” pain.
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Either consciously or unconsciously pursuing Satan’s lies to find
meaning or affirmation apart from connecting with Jesus topples us into
one of two traps. Both bring “bad” pain. Both sabotage deepening
relationships with God and others. Each has a non-religious and religious
face. Here is a reminder of Satan’s lies from earlier chapters.

The victim or worm trap believes the voices that call us worthless
and unlovable and reject who we are. The impostor or Pharisee trap has
such a voracious appetite for acceptance and applause that we are
compelled to present a false image that everyone will like. What
devastating snares!21 Our self-oriented responses swing wildly between
these extremes, depending on the specific arena of life. We think too
lowly of ourselves in Christ or we think too highly of our unaided
abilities. Biblical humility views us accurately. We can do nothing
without Jesus, but everything with Jesus.22
How do I respond to “good” pain? Embrace both faith and trials as
best friends. God longs for us to appreciate His priceless gift. When we
add faith to suffering, trials, obstacles, difficulties, sorrow, pain, conflict
and apparent defeat, they work together to produce beauty and value in
us. I’ve summarized and woven together some of the benefits of “good”
pain, or Job trials, that I find in God’s Book, displaying them like seven
flawless pearls. The picture of a pearl speaks volumes to me because an
oyster forms priceless pearls when an irritant invades its space.23 What
benefits do trials provide for us?
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1. Trials release and purify faith towards God and in His astounding
promises so we can rejoice in Him, even in trials.24
2. Trials free us from stubborn fleshly habits and our controlling inner
kingdoms so we can serve God without compromise.25
3. Trials expose our self-centered mental fortresses and personal
helplessness so we experience God’s perfect strength.26
4. Trials train us to internalize self-discipline and tenacity to serve
others with fruitful lives that produce a harvest of righteousness.27
5. Trials prepare us with firsthand experience for the ministry of
comforting others with God’s own comfort.28
6. Trials awaken our slumbering yearnings to know God more fully and
to experience His presence more deeply as beloved children.29
7. Trials remind us of the brevity of earthly life and stir in us a
homesick yearning to finally experience our eternal design and
destiny in all its fullness.30

Eternity in our Hearts
Why take such a long-range view on life? Let me expand on number
seven above since I believe this astounding provision has been largely
lost in our fast-paced, “now” culture. God placed eternity in our hearts so
only eternity will fully satisfy our deepest longings.
God…has also set eternity in the hearts of men; yet they
cannot fathom what God has done from beginning to end
(Ecclesiastes 3:11).
But how “long” is eternity? Picture the entire sky as a scroll of paper.
Now mentally take a No. 2 pencil and draw a one-inch line on that scroll.
That one-inch line represents all of world history! What part of that line
represents your own existence?31 Take a deep breath now and let it out.
God says your life on earth is like that breath.
What is your life? You are a mist that appears for a little while
and then vanishes. (James 4:14)32
When we’ve been in heaven ten thousand years, eternity has only
just “begun.” This teaching about eternity is, however, difficult for 21st
century western saints to grasp in our fast-paced society. It’s a tension, a
paradox, and God intends these paradoxes to propel us to Him.
Time is the place to get acquainted with God and His ways and
become more like Him both in character and in actions. Don’t expect to
have all your wishes met before the time or disappointment and even
disillusionment will set in. Satan will tempt us right here to substitute a
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fleeting physical rush for eternal satisfaction. Our instant gratification,
computer age pulls powerfully against us.
“We can exaggerate about many things; but we can never
exaggerate…the compassionate abundance of the love of
Jesus to us. All our lives long we might talk of Jesus, and yet
we should never come to an end of the sweet things that might
be said of Him. Eternity will not be long enough to learn all He
is, or to praise Him for all He has done, but then, that matters
not; for we shall be always with Him, and we desire nothing
more.”33
As people of God’s presence, we have a foretaste of eternity with
Him, experiencing today the present risenness of Jesus Christ. The
Second Coming of Jesus Christ in power and glory will usher in the
fullness of eternity that we enjoy now as a foretaste. This “hope” is the
absolute assurance that what God has for us in eternity is infinitely
better. The 1st century disciples got this. They were a people, therefore,
bound by eternity, not by this world. They lived as God’s future people,
reflecting His eternal quality of life in the present despite the raw edges
of tough times.
This “living hope” was a primary focus of the 1st century saints.34
This dynamic of hope built into the fabric of their lives self-control,
tenacity, perseverance and heroic endurance to push through when times
got tough. His 1st century apprentices lived in the moment, fully
connected with the full Kingdom-values and Kingdom-purpose to come.
I believe we need to rediscover this lost jewel today as part of our return
to the power and fruitfulness of New Testament Christianity.35
Eternity is our final destiny. There Jesus will right all the wrongs and
bring completion to all that He has begun in us.36 Nothing of time can
permanently satisfy us. Don’t expect payment in full before then. That’s
why Christians throughout the ages have longed to be eternally reunited
with Jesus in heaven (the doctrine of our living hope).
Why should we be satisfied with so little, even if it were to include
all the riches and fame of the world?37 What a terribly low view of God’s
bold design and purpose for you! The Kingdom of God is so much larger
than society and business and science and politics. It’s like trying to pour
a whole ocean into a coke bottle. How easy is it for us to forget our
identity and to become earthbound, like a majestic eagle who thinks he is
a ground-bound chicken? The eagle forfeits the vastness of his soaring
destiny to peck in the barnyard for scraps. Confuse these at your own
risk.38
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And since God is working from eternity and for eternity towards our
change, why should we be so impatient, just so we are making progress?
God does not care so much where we are today, but in which direction
the arrows of our lives are pointed. By the way, when was the last time
you thought deeply on eternity? Is eternity a present Reality in our lives?
Or are the cares of this world still pulling us down?

Now What?
A good friend of mine bought a used van several years ago. When
the first set of tires wore out quickly, He became angry at the cheap ones
the previous owner had installed on the van. My friend replaced the worn
out tires with top-of-the-line ones, but all too soon they became
threadbare. When his mechanic checked the van more closely, he
discovered the van had previously been in an accident and the chassis
was out of alignment. Until he fixed the root cause of the badly worn
tires, they would continue to wear out.
Is the parallel clear?
Our spiritual chassis is twisted out of alignment with God’s bold
design. Left to ourselves we chase down symptoms instead of going to
the root cause, like the futility of repeatedly replacing tires when the
alignment is off.
Today we are often driven to seek meaning and value, satisfaction
and significance, outside God in personal success, status, drugs, alcohol,
beauty, health, wealth, hobbies, popularity, glamour, sexual prowess, the
approval of others, being right, religiosity, bigger, just to suggest a few
counterfeits. They may dull our senses for a while. These cheap
imitations, however, soon lead us to an urgent need for bigger or better
and finally undermine the pursuit for relational intimacy with God and
others as we keep swapping tires. You see, the enemy does not care what
brand of medication we use, just so long as we do not exclusively
embrace the real Jesus Christ and His satisfying provision.39
Suffering that brings about a crisis of faith is one of this Big God’s
precious treasures to expose the imposter/Pharisee and the victim/worm
masks we wear. A crisis of faith questions whether you and I will listen
to Satan’s lies or God’s love. Both faith and suffering can be friends
leading us into deeper intimacy with Jesus and wider fruitfulness. We
partner with this triune God (Father, Son and Spirit) by embracing His
view on life and aligning ourselves radically with Him.
“God, my chassis is twisted out of alignment in such-and-such an
area. I’m tired of turning from one unsatisfying fix to another. I’m
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pressing into You. Go to the root cause. Straighten my twisted chassis
and realign me with Your original, bold design.”
Do you see a pattern here? What’s your choice?40

Prayer
“Lord Jesus, without Your constant help, the storms of life will
swamp my boat of life. Help me with my love/hate relationship with
change. I confess that I do not like trials, and it’s difficult for me to take
an eternal view, but I’m fully committed to embracing You in their midst.
Help me, Lord. Amen.”

Simplicity Beyond Complexity
(Optional Summary)
1. Although most of us don’t like change, for Kingdom people
steeped in a strong sense of challenge and adventure, “change is a golden
treasure, a gift from God of such fabulous worth as to call for constant
thanksgiving.”
2. God’s double-edged gift for change is both a vibrant faith and
suffering that a Good God will work towards good, even though the
event itself may be evil and hurtful.
3. Why is there suffering in the world? Because of Genesis 3, there
are four basic categories of trials; three cause “bad pain” (because of the
world, the devil, and our flesh) and one brings “good pain” that makes
the muscles of our faith stronger.
4. God has placed eternity in our hearts so we can live powerful,
fruitful lives now as God’s future people, experiencing the present
risenness of Christ.

Do S-T-U-D-Y41
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11. Times of Refreshing!
Health experts tell us that water is essential for every function in a
well-balanced body. It’s no surprise, then, that the Bible paints a
panoramic picture of God’s bountiful and ever-renewing supply with the
intriguing use of water. Water describes the abundant, profuse,
overflowing resources of this Big God’s own life to meet our deepest
thirst. This Jesus-life can then in turn be poured out through us to bring
life and refreshment to others.

Like the Dew
Have you noticed when you’re camping in the mountains that the
earth receives a fresh baptism of life daily?
You wake up as the sun is peaking over the horizon and the lifegiving dew has brought new life with unimagined beauty and variety. Its
power to purify and revitalize is remarkable. It comes only on clear, calm
nights and works quietly and noiselessly. But its changes are radical and
immeasurable, literally giving the earth a new, moist baptism of life.
God’s grace is like that.
Almost 3,000 years ago, this Good, Great and Generous God was
wooing His people away from the destructive choices they were making
to return to real life and relationship with Him. He wanted to remind the
Israelites that He Himself is all they need. Here’s what God spoke
through one of His prophets:
“I will be like the dew to Israel” (Hosea 14:5a).
The people knew their life-dependence on the vitalizing power of the
deep dews of an Eastern night. God pleads with them; “I will be like that
dew in your spiritual life.”
The setting of this tender sentence is even more striking. Read the
variety of powerful pictures in Hosea 14:5-8 used to bring home to their
minds the satisfying fullness of this metaphor, “like the dew.”1 God’s
presence and provision are like:
 the beauty of the lily,
 the strength of the roots of the giant cedars of Lebanon,
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 the splendid richness of the olive tree, • the fragrance and
protection of the cedar boughs,
 the abundance of the grain harvest, and
 the fruitfulness of the vine, all wrapped together in one satisfying
gift.
What an extraordinary promise! That daily outpouring of God’s
grace through His Spirit is this Big God’s plan for the habitual life of all
His people. This daily ministry of the Spirit is not optional, but
indispensable as we serve others out of the treasures of Christ.
God’s spiritual dew with the power to renew is not some impersonal
thing. “I Myself will be like the dew to My people!” This Big God
Himself is our provision. In another passage about confusion, despair and
anger because of what is happening to him, God’s prophet Jeremiah
reorients his focus on God and utters these great words about a daily
reorienting:
Because of the Lord’s great love we are not consumed, for his
compassions never fail. They are new every morning; great is
your faithfulness (Lamentations 3:22-23).
Great love! Compassion! Unfailing! New like the morning dew!
Great faithfulness!
But for what?
We draw from the love of this wonderful, attractive, generous, kind,
good, inviting, thoroughly pure God with all our effort to love and serve
others as a joyful expression of the bold design of our restored humanity,
just like Jesus.
Ezekiel, one of God’s Old Testament spokesmen, describes a
wonderful picture about water. The context is an extended vision about
renewed worship at a future time. A river flows out of the temple of God,
the symbol of God’s unique presence. It’s the river of His delight, the
fountain of His life.2
Water was bubbling down from the temple and out the gate. A man
began measuring this river every thousand yards. First, the water was
ankle-deep, then knee-deep, then waist-deep. The river of His delight
then became such a powerful force that no one could swim across. The
farther this river flowed, the more it increased and brought life and
beauty and promise and hope because this river is God’s river.3

Jesus Is Fully Satisfying and Refreshing
Fast-forward with me now in your mind’s eye 600 years later.
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Jesus had already conversed with the woman at the well who was
vainly trying to fill her core needs with physical relationships with men.
Jesus told the woman that He Himself was an artesian well. There is no
other Source that could fill the deep cavern that a lack of love had carved
out in her soul. Jesus would satisfy her spiritual thirst so she would never
thirst again.4
After feeding 5,000 people, Jesus told the crowd that whoever
trusted Him with their present and future needs would never, ever hunger
or thirst again spiritually.5 Later, He is standing in the temple area. Jesus
wants His people to experience this same freeing, restorative, life-giving
presence, so He makes it even plainer. In the crowded courtyard, He
cries out in a loud voice for all to hear:
“If anyone is thirsty, let him come to me and drink. Whoever
believes in me, as the Scripture has said, streams of living
water will flow from within him” (John 7:37-38).
Can you feel His intense passion to communicate and connect?
There’s only one condition to fulfill: they must recognize their
thirst. Are you thirsty for more of the lasting refreshment that only
comes from Jesus’ life? Really thirsty?
Good!
Then there’s only one response needed…believe in Jesus. He says
faith (belief) is as simple as a person in need coming to a friend for help.
Faith is also like taking a glass of cool water. Put it to your parched lips.
Tip the glass and drink the liquid down so it replenishes your body and
satisfies your soul. Faith demands a response…always.
What’s the promise?
Streams, rivers (note the plural; not just one river but a plentiful
flow) of living water will flow “from within.” Did you catch it? We’re
thirsty and we drink. God then promises that streams will flow out of us
to bring life and refreshment to others.6 Rivers flow, but they’re always
connected to their Source and always carry fresh life with them for others
because God designed us to serve.
Jesus also says, “as the Scripture has said.” Where does Scripture
say this?
Remember the Ezekiel passage above with the river flowing from the
throne? If Jesus is referring to this passage from Ezekiel, then He is
intimating that we as His people are now His temple, where God’s
presence uniquely dwells.7 His life flows into the deepest recesses of His
temple (not a building, but His people!) The rivers do not stop there, but
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also flow out of us to bring refreshing, satisfaction and life to those
around us. That’s our calling. We’re to be contagious carriers of the
Jesus-life because in Christ God restored humanity to His original Edenintention.8
In Peter’s second evangelistic sermon, he called the coming of Jesus
“times of refreshing” (Acts 3:19). Scripture uses water to describe the
overflowing bounty of God’s own life to flow into and through His
people, bringing life and refreshment. Are you experiencing seasons of
refreshment?

Desperately Thirsty
How deeply do God’s people long after this refreshing relationship?
We thirst after the living God, like a lost traveler in the desert longs for a
cool drink from a shady oasis.99 As a painfully parched deer chased by a
predator longs for a safe drink of refreshing water, so our inner beings
thirst after God.
As the deer pants for streams of water, so my soul pants for
you, O God. My soul thirst for God, for the living God
(Psalm 42:1-2a).
Let me quickly sketch out the context of these verses, and then drive
home an important truth. Psalm 42 and 43 are one literary unit.10
Surrounded in the north of Palestine by those who mock his deep
longings for God (can you relate?), a worshipper wrote this sadly
beautiful poem, mingling longing and hope. When he was unable to
make his normal pilgrimage to the Temple, He was taunted with “Where
is your God?” Have you heard others ask similar questions, doubting
God’s presence in tough times?
The psalmist first expresses his deep yearnings for God’s presence
represented by the Temple worship (42:1-5), then reveals the depths of
his distress coupled with his ongoing confidence in this loving God as his
rock (42:6-11) and finally prays for deliverance from the enemy and for
restoration to God’s presence (43:1-5).
These twin-Psalms drip with a passionate theology of a Big-God,
like I’ve painted in this book. He honestly expresses his emotions, both
his deep yearning for the invigorating presence of God and the depths of
despair he feels.
Why are you downcast, O my soul? Why so disturbed within
me? (Ps 42:5, 42:11 and 43:5).
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Even with his emotional honesty with God and theological accuracy
about God, the psalmist is still stuck in despair, right where he began.
His spiritual life is spinning like the wheels of a pickup truck stuck on
slippery ice, going nowhere. What’s missing? How do we change? How
do we help others change?
One catalytic element is missing…an active response. The spark of
action must be added for the combustion of good theology and relational
authenticity into life-transformation. Faith, belief, in the exalted God is
the entry way into a life that experiences the dynamic presence of God.
Authentic faith has all three elements: intellectual (we know something,
i.e. healthy theology), emotional (we feel something), and volitional (we
choose to do something based on what God has promised). Without
acting on what we believe, we experience an aborted faith and remain
without the experience of God’s promised presence.11
The moment we grasp the breathtaking insight that God lavishly
pours out His grace on His children and that human effort is inadequate,
we are in danger of the opposite extreme. We think there is nothing we
can do. Nothing could be farther from the truth! The Christian life is
active, like a divine dance with Jesus as lead partner. It’s a cooperative
venture between the God of the universe and us.
To clarify, the psalmist knew this had nothing to do with earning
God’s love and favor. God’s love is a gift that is impossible to earn, but
freely given (Ps. 42:8). God is no cheap bureaucrat who can be bribed by
our tawdry works. These habits are a response to the grace-laced life of
Jesus within us, the natural outworking of what lies within.
God’s grace is like the dew. It covers and drenches the earth,
bringing vitality to everything. God’s grace is also like a rushing
waterfall. We can admire the waterfall from a distance, but we will never
get soaked until we actually move under its water flow. Grace is like
that—not earned or deserved. We must cooperate, however, by engaging
our will in those activities where God has promised to pour out His grace
most abundantly. Next chapter we will explore several of these means of
grace.
I read a story about a wise pastor who retired to the woods by a
stream. A young man came to him one day, avowing how much he
longed for God. He was willing to do anything to deepen his relationship
with Jesus. Without a word the wise pastor brought him into the river.
Then he immersed the young man’s head under the water and held it
there as the young man frantically tried to escape. At the last instant, the
pastor released him and dragged the gasping man to shore.
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Sputtering and spitting the man demanded, “Why did you nearly
drown me?”
The pastor replied, “When you were under water, what were you
thinking?”
The man responded, “Air! Air! I would give anything for just one
more breath of air.”
“When you long for Jesus like you longed for air,” stated the wise
spiritual mentor, “you’ll find Him.”
As I’m writing this, I’m picturing the last time I saw our Santa Ana
River flooded with water racing out of the mountains. Everything
hindering its movement was carried away in the torrent. This is like the
power of the outpouring of God’s lavish grace to satisfy our core thirst.
The Jesus-life is simultaneously the flood of unimaginably great riches
poured into our lives, the Source from which we daily draw fresh
resources for life, and our perfect Model to imitate and pass on to others.
But our intense efforts must be joined to God’s grace so our labor is
not given in vain. We must long for His experienced presence like that
man longed for air or a parched desert wanderer longs for water. Have
you ever been thirsty? I mean so thirsty so all you can think about is one
drink of clear, pure, cold water. That’s the thirst every one of us has
within that only God can satisfy. Are you in touch with that thirst?

Breaking Connection
What is there that can break my connection with this fully satisfying
abundance of Jesus? Over 2,500 years ago, God clearly exposed how sin
works to sabotage our connection with God when He described His
wayward people with this metaphor of water.
“My people have committed two sins: They have forsaken me,
the spring of living water, and have dug their own cisterns,
broken cisterns that cannot hold water” (Jeremiah 2:13).
God begins with His bold design. He always begins here. All people
are spiritually thirsty. He created us for Himself and nothing less can
ever satisfy that deep, nagging spiritual thirst. The essence of sin is a
two-fold choice: turning away from God, the only spring of living water,
which then means we turn to our own broken, leaky cisterns. By the way,
did you notice that this response is the exact opposite of how we grow,
by turning away from sin and to God?
First, God says that His people have abandoned the only One who
can meet the deep needs in our lives. This is the essence of sin,
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abandoning our dependence on Him and His refreshing presence. Only
the gushing, living water of His life-giving presence can satisfy our inner
thirst as we come to Him in dependence and gratefulness. Not people.
Not position. Not activity. Not achievement. Not popularity. He Himself
is our deep, boundless reservoir. Jesus is the only One with intrinsic
identity, worth, and value so only Jesus can satisfy our deep, core thirst
for belonging, purpose and affirmation.
Second, since man cannot live in a vacuum, we dig our own leaky
cisterns as substitutes for the real deal. What exactly is a cistern? A
cistern is a handmade container, often dug underground, and designed to
capture and to preserve rainwater. Artisans use watertight plaster to keep
cisterns from losing water. No matter how well-made, they crack and
leak over time. Cisterns are dependent on outside sources for water (rain
or runoff) and also for maintenance. In contrast, people who build to last
dig a well deep until it strikes water, sometimes even a gusher like an
artesian well.
God-given longings in those outside Christ are now unmet because
of their broken relationship with God. They devise their own strategies as
barren substitutes and attempt to fulfill legitimate needs in illegitimate
ways with what’s around or within them (“have dug their own cisterns”).
Like the great Christian mathematician, Pascal, reminds us, unmet
longings are “the miseries of a dethroned monarch,” a reflection of
God’s bold design for us. Unfortunately, we Christians sometimes live
and act just like non- Christians. We walk in “temporary insanity” as
practical atheists. This often includes compromising radical followership
to Jesus to chase personal happiness and pleasure or to protect from
emotional or physical pain, discomfort or loss. The driving thirst remains
because these schemes to meet our need for affirmation, belongingness
and purpose are “broken cisterns that cannot hold water.” Sin is an
illegitimate attempt to meet a legitimate.
Broken cisterns are whatever we run to (other than Jesus, the artesian
spring of living water) to find meaning, soothing and satisfaction. Where
do you go for comfort and soothing when you struggle? What are some
of our 21st century idols? Two of my well-used cisterns are selfindulgence and choices to remain in my comfort zone with the status
quo, rather than risk-taking when failure is possible. If you don’t drink
deeply from Christ, from which broken cistern do you drink to find a
measure of satisfaction? Which kingdom rules? Your own unsatisfying,
little, inward empires? Or the Kingdom of God?
Often a broken cistern in our life is neither good nor bad in and of
itself. But a broken cistern is our sinful and futile attempt to find living
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water in our own way or in our own place. It’s not wrong to eat, drink or
sleep. Using these legitimate activities as a scheme to either ignore or
cover up the deep spiritual thirst in our lives is wrong and will never
bring fulfillment. Any sinful response is in reality our self-effort to
supplement what we think is a lack in God’s goodness and provision.
We all have our own “favorite” sins or idols. Then we usually look
with contempt at the sin of choice of other Christians. “At least I don’t
(fill in the sin of others) like so-and-so!” What are some of your personal
sins of choice?
 Some of us have worked all our lives digging one, deep cistern.
 Others have mounds of little dirt piles from hundreds of shallow
cisterns we’ve dug.
 Some of us have beautified the outside of our broken cistern with
ornate religious designs and made it into a prizewinner, the best
looking one around.12
But no matter how deep we dig our cisterns or how many cisterns we
dig or how beautiful our cisterns are, they are still cisterns. They are
artificial, man-made, broken and cannot hold water. Cisterns are,
therefore, temporary since they stem from our own self-effort. Since they
stem from what we do, not who we are, they attach to our doing, not to
our being. Performance can never fully satisfy the inner ache for God.13
Don’t spend time trying to repair or improve the man-made cisterns. It’s
so easy to express our deep desire to help others (or ourselves) in a way
that in fact hinders them because we unintentionally enable them to build
better leaky cisterns. God has never been into man-made cisterns.
For instance, how do we help the man whose family is angry because
he’s always at work? We build a better cistern with suggestions of
reasonable work schedules rather than addressing his attempt to find
counterfeit meaning from his work. If a woman smothers her friends,
don’t repair her broken cistern by teaching her to limit her phone calls.
First help her deal with the root problem of finding counterfeit identity
and meaning through her friends.14
Think with me! How can we be satisfied with a mouthful of brackish
water when this Great, Good and Generous triune God is a Niagara Falls
of refreshment, “the spring of living water”? This Big God designed us
to drink deeply and completely from our true Source of life.
When God speaks and exposes a leaky cistern that needs
transformation, a crisis of faith arrives. “Is God really able to do what
He says He will?” God designed this tension to propel us to Him.
Desperation presses us toward God. Spirit enlightened insight leads to a
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holy desperation to say “no” to what is questionable so we can say “yes”
to Jesus and His thirst-quenching presence.
How do we respond to this crisis of faith when God comes alongside
and points out change that needs to happen on our spiritual journey? Like
we weed dandelions! We can snip the tops off by dealing with symptoms
and ignoring the voice of the Lord. Or we can do the tough work of
digging out the root cause by looking to the long-term results and
responding in obedience to the crisis of faith launched by God.
What affect will this turning from the self-focus of our leaky cisterns
and turning to God have in our lives? You will experience changes in
three fundamental areas.

1. Renewed Mind
In every war there’s a strategic battlefield. Both armies strategize to
win that piece of high ground that decides victory or defeat. The
battlefield in this spiritual warfare is our minds. Sometimes you may feel
like a helpless victim in this battle, like a hockey puck being slapped
around by two rival teams. But God intends that we seize control of that
victim attitude and partner with Him to win the battle for our mind.15
2 Corinthians 10:3-5 clearly presents the nature of the battle for our mind
and thoughts.
For though we live in the world, we do not wage war as the
world does. The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of
the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish
strongholds. We demolish arguments and every pretension
that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take
captive every thought to make it obedient
(2 Corinthians 10:3-5).
Paul uses the image of a strong fortress inside a castle to suggest this
battle for our minds. The first thing we know about this battle for our
mind is that it’s not fought on the human plane of ingenuity, personal
resourcefulness, strong personality or mere human effort. It takes “divine
power” to shatter a spiritual stronghold. The target of this divine power is
a spiritual stronghold or fortress that Paul defines as “arguments” and
“pretensions” set against the Reality of God.
How have our twisted thinking patterns developed?
These negative fortresses have been burned into our minds. How?
Either through a traumatic, onetime event or through a series of choices
over time as we adjusted to our environment in a fallen world. These
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coping devices resulted in our warped view and thinking. God never
pushed the “CLEAR” button in our minds when He forgave us. Even if
we can’t recall these judgments or thoughts to mind, we still believe lies
and respond as if they were true. Scripture identifies this deceit stored in
our minds in brilliant living-color and surround-sound as “flesh” or
“self.”
When a fishing pole bends, we know we’ve hooked something under
the surface. Similarly, an exaggerated bend in our emotions signals that
something is hooked under the surface in our subconscious mind. In fact,
“any knee-jerk response which directs your thinking and acting in a
negative, Plan B way is a stronghold in the mind. Any negative thoughts
and actions you cannot control spring from a stronghold. Somewhere in
the past you consciously or unconsciously formed a pattern of thinking
and behaving which now controls you.”16 Who or what has power over
our lives outside of Jesus?
Is there hope and help for these knee-jerk reactions?
Yes, of course. We received the Good News of Jesus! Look again at
the verses above in 2 Corinthians 10. Why do you think these thoughts
need to be taken captive?
Because they are the enemy’s thoughts.17
Satan’s strategy is to introduce his thoughts and ideas directly into
our mind and deceive us into believing they are ours. Far-fetched? If you
knew that the thought was destructive and Satan’s, you’d reject it,
wouldn’t you? But when he slips his scheme into your mind (and he can
do that), and disguises his suggestion as your idea, you are more likely to
accept it and condemn yourself.
That’s one of his primary strategies to deceive you, just like he did
Eve.18 Satan’s schemes deceitfully distort our true perspective, warp our
thoughts, and produce painful emotions. Only partnering with God’s
powerful presence exposes the origins of these long-standing, destructive
citadels and smashes them, freeing us to experience the mind of Christ
that we already possess.
But we have the mind of Christ (1 Cor. 2:16b, emphasis)19

2. Real Emotions
God designed us with strong emotions. Feelings are part of what
makes good relationships so vibrant and satisfying. They give a
wonderful color to life and prove that we’re fully alive. Our emotions
also reveal our perceptions and play a major role in exposing these
negative mental fortresses and renewing our mind.20 Strong emotions in
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themselves are not sinful. They are, however, too powerful to remain
bottled up without leaking or bursting out.
Our negative mental fortresses are like unstable dynamite hidden in
our memories. Familiar sounds, sights, smells, tastes or even names
trigger the hidden memory. Like a blasting cap explodes dynamite, the
stimulus releases negative emotions that flare out from this longforgotten memory. We respond with an intensity that’s far greater than
the original stimulus. Road-rage is a 21st century illustration. We hate our
responses because they wreak havoc. But we also feel imprisoned,
helpless to come free from these raw, knee-jerk responses.
Think of the expression of negative or unhealthy emotions as the
visible portion of an iceberg.21 A massive part of the iceberg is also
submerged (up to 90%!) The hidden part tears apart unsuspecting ships,
unless mariners take the visible portion seriously as an indicator of
submerged ice. Harmful emotions point to negative perceptions or
values. These spiritual fortresses could be still hidden from your
consciousness. God wants to conquer us through His love to shatter our
chains.
How do we respond to strong, negative emotions in our lives?22 If
the oil light in your car flashed red and I pointed out the warning light to
you, you could respond in several different ways. First, you could reach
down for your hammer and smash the light. Second, you could cover it
up with duct tape so we no longer see the red warning light. Third, you
could recognize the red oil light as a friendly warning signal, pull over
and put oil in the car.23
First, we can lash out thoughtlessly, fly off the handle and dump our
negative emotions on others. That’s venting. Indiscriminate expression of
emotions may be somewhat healthy for you, but it’s usually unhealthy
for others around you. We can be angry and not sin, but only if we’re
angry at sin and not just because we didn’t get our own self-centered
way.24 The hammer of venting is not God’s way.
Second, we can cover up our emotions, ignore or stifle them. That’s
called suppression. Many people try to control these emotions by
isolating themselves from the trigger points that set them off. It’s fine to
set healthy, temporary boundaries to protect us while we’re working
through our sin problems. But ultimately we must learn how to resolve
conflict or the emotional baggage will pile up as we continue to
withdraw from life. God is not into denial. He already knows exactly
how we feel. Why try to fool God by stuffing our true emotions? Learn
where your feelings hide and roust them out. When your feelings begin
to well up inside, how do you respond? Make a joke? Change the
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subject? Turn away? Busy yourself? Or…? The duct tape of suppression
is also not God’s way.
Third, we can honestly acknowledge the full range of our emotional
experience privately both to ourselves and to God. Pour out your heart to
God, everything you are feeling and thinking. Be ruthlessly honest with
God. “Do you mean, Jim, that if I think God is dumping on me, I can tell
Him?” Absolutely! David wrote many of the Psalms in which he was
brutally honest about his emotions. When David was confused or thought
God was giving him a raw deal, he told God so. By the way, God’s way
is always best, no matter what David’s opinions were and by the end of
the Psalm, he was refocused.2525 David opened up the whole range of his
life and emotions to God and God called David a man after God’s heart.
Be real with God so you can be right with Him and respond
appropriately toward others. But don’t stop with acknowledging your
pain to God. Ask Him to identify its hidden source (remember the ice
berg illustration?) Then move on like David to also affirm our
unshakeable confidence that God is the only answer.2626 These tough
times led David to open up his life still wider to God’s presence and live
as a friend of God. But a third element, active responsiveness, is also
essential.

3. Responsive Will
Why did you choose to respond how you did? Events to not cause
our response, but they do expose what is already inside. Use these as
golden opportunities to grow. They point out some area in our lives
where God’s life and love have not yet fully permeated.2727 The halfbrother of Jesus commands:
Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves.
Do what it says (James 1:22). 2828
When we listen and do not respond, we open ourselves to being
deceived, just like Eve. Simply admitting areas of brokenness does not
make us mature. Choose to change habits so habits begin to work for us,
rather than against us. Just as we’ve invested time to build bad habits in
our lives, now partner with the Spirit to build healthy habits. God
designed us to be changed by the doing. Allow the Spirit to go back to
the time and place of origin to break its power and usher you into His
freedom. “Thanks, Jesus, for using this to point out an area that is not
yet filled with your life and love. I open room in my life anew to Your
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presence, Spirit of God.” If or when the Spirit uses this occasion to point
to a specific area, then repent and confess.2929 Choose! Act!

What Will You Live For?
Living the rest of your life with an eye on the eternal God will
require a change in priorities for most of us. It takes effort to put our
hand to the task. We must have spiritual eyes to see that God’s pleasure
is a higher priority than my temporary pain, embarrassment or
inconvenience. Jesus is valuable above and beyond anything we can
imagine. He graphically describes this in the twin parable of “The
Treasure” and “The Pearl of Great Price.”
“The kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field.
When a man found it, he hid it again, and then in his joy went
and sold all he had and bought that field” (Mat. 13:44).
The Kingdom of God is like a rich treasure. If the treasure had been
so limited that the man could have plundered it quickly, he would not
have needed to buy the field. He would have simply carted the treasure
off.3030 But the treasure in the field is without end, an apt illustration of
the relational Trinity and His Kingdom expression. The man bought the
field because he expected a lifelong joy of treasure-hunting without ever
exhausting its wealth! The Kingdom of God is like that inexhaustible
treasure. The more we explore the Kingdom, the more we comprehend
that we have just scratched the surface. How are you joyfully partnering
with the Spirit in this adventure of faith? “In his joy [he] sold all he
had.”
“Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking for
fine pearls. When he found one of great value, he went away
and sold everything he had and bought it” (Mat 13:45-46).
God’s Kingdom children also respond like a pearl merchant. This
pearl-expert discovered one, specific pearl whose value surpassed
anything he had every beheld. He returned home and could think of
nothing else. He began to reevaluate His possessions that had previously
meant so much to him. First, he pulled out his valuable pearls gathered
from exotic lands. Each pearl had its own story, almost as if they were
his children. They had seemed so important to him before, but now….
He threw his entire collection of prized pearls into his sack to sell,
one pearl after another, without regret. But it wasn’t enough!
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Yesterday his possessions had been so dear to him. But now He
compared all that he had valued so much with the one, priceless pearl. A
joy and single-mindedness seized him. With a quickening pace, he
grabbed one priced possession after another and shouted, “I don’t need
this either. I can sell all these, too!” He quickly sold everything. The
pearl merchant had become obsessed with that one, priceless pearl. He
joyfully and gladly “sold everything he had and bought it.” The pearl
merchant was all-in.
Was he crazy? Had he flipped? Or was he the shrewdest man
around?
It all depends on how valuable that one pearl actually is!
Jesus is that Pearl of Great Price.3131 He is the only worthy object of
our obsession. And He is worth everything. Do our life-choices reflect
this worth? Is it time to reevaluate responses in our lives?
As we mature, our focus changes from “How much pleasure am I
getting out of my life?” to “How much pleasure is God getting out of my
life?”3232 Each day brings forks in the road. Will you fulfill His purpose
or shrink back to a comfortable, self-centered life? Will you let Jesus
take you by the hand and lead you into that deeper rest right now through
a complete, relaxed abandonment to Him?
The immediate cost of discipleship is simple, but high. Jesus only
wants one thing—your whole life.3333 But the cost of non-discipleship is
even greater. Nothing can be compared to enjoying the sweet, constant
presence of Jesus. Paul reveals the open secret of his powerful life.
I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing
greatness of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I
have lost all things. I consider them rubbish, that I may…know
Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of
sharing in his sufferings (Phil 3:8, 10).
It’s time to settle the issue. Who will you live for?

Now What?
Again, I’m not thinking of sin just now, but of enjoying the presence
of God. Our focus is too low when we concentrate on sin-management.
To ask “What’s wrong with this?” in questionable activities proves we
are focused on the wrong kingdom. The right question is, “Do I
experience God’s pleasure and grace in this?”
Let me illustrate. Please stand up, face forward and focus on one
item. Now turn around 180 degrees and focus on another object in front
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of you. You turned from the first object and turned to the second object.
Both parts are equally true. Both are necessary. In the spiritual realm,
however, when we focus our responses primarily on turning from sin
rather than to God, we will not experience the full fragrance of the
present resurrected life of Jesus Christ. God designed us to become what
we behold, whether sin or God. We become stuck because our spiritual
vision is shortsighted and blurred, focusing on sin…even while turning
from it.
Many Christians have sin-focused tactics for change. “I must turn
from sin and stop doing it.” It’s not wrong; certainly a part. But this sinmanagement tactic is preparatory and essential, but it falls short of God’s
perfect Eden-plan. The Christian life is not primarily about sin (turning
from), but about pleasing God (turning to).3434 Yearning to experience
the thirst-quenching delight of God’s living presence is our life-focus.
Brother Lawrence, an uncomplicated 17th century Christian, grasped
this subtle, but powerful, difference. He labored to discover the
simplicity of devotion to Christ by remaining in the presence of God and
dong all for the love of God. Whether he began a small chore or
momentous task, he brought it to God and asked for His favor and
wisdom to carry it out. At the end, he examined his completed task
carefully. If he found good in it, he thanked God. If he noticed faults, he
asked God’s forgiveness without discouragement or guilt and returned to
his work, still remaining in Him. His heart’s occupation was to please
God and he asked, “What meaning can anything else have?”3535
Let me quickly recap these passages on water because they have so
much to speak to our lives today. Jesus recognizes that we have
legitimate thirst. He Himself is the living water, the unimaginably
satisfying resource for our lives. As the Last Adam, Jesus removed every
barrier that hindered us from drinking of His life. As the Second Man,
Jesus lived out the exact life for which God boldly designed humanity in
the Garden.3636 Salvation means that Jesus has now come to indwell you
and me as believers and to live out His wonderful life again through us in
the 21st century, restoring full humanity.
But not mere imitation! I’m all for those who choose to wear the
WWJD wristbands (“What would Jesus do?”). Imitating the actions of
Jesus, however, is not the goal. Jesus wants to live His life again in the
21st century through you and me. Jesus wants others around us to see
how He lives in this 3rd millennium as a student, a spouse, a parent, an
office worker, a mechanic and a teen. It’s His life in us that makes this
impossible life possible through us.3737
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Two choices, therefore, stand before us. First, we can abandon the
only Source of life-giving water and dig our own leaky cisterns. Second,
we can turn from our idolatrous addictions (handmade cisterns) and rush
to King Jesus to drink from His life.
When we come to Jesus and drink, out of the temple of our hearts
flow the rivers of water of the life-giving ministry of God’s Spirit. This
bountiful outpouring will only increase (from ankle-, knee-, and waistdeep to a mighty river) as it’s given away, bringing life and fruitfulness
to all it touches. Partnering with Him in His worldwide crusade brings
deep-down fulfillment to us as people created in God’s bold design.
Do you yearn for His times of refreshing? Are you thirsty for more
of Jesus? Is He stirring a deeper yearning to experience His constant
presence? Do you wish to experience Him more deeply? Then act!
Come! Drink! Believe! Experience!
Is there any one thing in your life that is hindering the outpouring of
God’s grace in your life? Even with emotional honesty with God and
theological accuracy about God, have you been stuck in your Christian
walk for some time? Stop drinking out of that leaky cistern! Choose to
change.
Where do you sense God’s favor the strongest in your life? Drink
deeply from this spring of living water. Do something because His grace
is stirring that life-response within. Take time to do the serious work of
partnering with this attractive, wonderful, awesome God who longs for
growing intimacy with you.
What’s your choice?
To continue to drink the brackish water out of your broken cisterns?
Or to drink of Jesus, our Artesian Well of living water? Eden

Prayer
“Lord Jesus, I can feel You stirring in me a deepening yearning to
experience more of Your refreshing presence each day. I ask that You
point out my leaky cisterns and give me the boldness to turn to You for
inward nourishment and soothing. I long to know You more intimately.
What else make sense of my life? Amen.”

Simplicity Beyond Complexity
(Optional Summary)
1. Our Great, Good and Generous God is like the dew and like a
rushing waterfall as He lavishes us with His grace.
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2. Jesus is an artesian well of life-giving water and calls us to act:
Come! Drink! Believe! Experience! God’s Eden-purpose is not primarily
about sin-management, but about experiencing the intimate presence of
Jesus.
3. Two choices are open to us. First, we can abandon the only Source
of life-giving water and dig our own leaky cisterns. Second, we can turn
from our idolatrous addictions (handmade cisterns) and rush to King
Jesus to drink from His life.
4. Had the pearl merchant flipped out or was he the shrewdest man
around? How valuable to you is Jesus, the Pearl of Great Price? How
does your life reflect your assertion? Jesus is worth everything.
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12. ‘Cause Jesus Is Enough!
Five years ago I was working for John Wimber, founder of one of
today’s fastest growing Christian movements at that time. I had been a
Christian over 20 years, pastoring in the states and overseas more than
eleven of those years. One evening I had the privilege of driving with
John to a meeting in San Diego and thoroughly enjoyed our exchange as
I bombarded him with questions (you may have noticed that I like to ask
questions!)
Just before I jumped out of the car to pump gasoline, John asked me,
“Jim, how do you think God frees us from sin?”
My mind raced as I slowwly pumped the gasoline. I frantically
selected one tactic after another in my mind, discarding them just as
quickly as inadequate. Then I realized that I could not succinctly answer
his penetrating question. I mumbled some inane answer to John, but his
question launched me on a quest that eventually led to writing this book.
“How does God free us from those sinful habits and practices that
block our full enjoyment of Jesus? How do we become more like Jesus
and reign with Him in life?”
What is the answer? It dawned on me as I’ve been writing this book
that the question is part of the problem. That question leads to self-focus
on our sinfulness and managing that sin. By contrast, the dynamic
answer begins and ends with Jesus.
I want to lay out a Bible-based response for fully embracing life in
the Kingdom. Please don’t look at this as a series of isolated steps. It’s
more of an integrated set of lenses through which to respond to life, like
an eye exam. The doctor adds one lens after another to his machine until
you see the chart clear, without distortion. This is not the one-&only
strategy, but it’s a helpful one if exercised under the leading and
empowering of the Spirit of God.1
John 15 wraps together everything we have been exploring together
in the previous chapters. In this last quiet talk with His disciples before
He died on the cross, Jesus provides us with a lasting gaze into who He is
and how we relate to Him as intimate friends. Jesus uses the analogy of a
fruitful grapevine to stir us to draw on His marvelous sufficiency day-by-
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day in order to live life for Him to the max during our short stay on this
planet. I want to look at the five intertwined facets in our lifelong growth
towards becoming more like Jesus from John 15.2
 Drink deeply of God’s delight in you.
 Respond quickly to God’s initiative for growth.
 Live daily in Jesus as your only true home.
 Practice the God-given “means of grace.”
 Give away freely the fruits of spiritual intimacy.

1. Drink Deeply of God’s Delight in You
My son, Mike, has been watching both sets of grandparents dote over
our first grandchild. He is convinced that grandparents go crazy over
their grandchildren (but you ought to see “Unk’ Mykz” respond to his
little nephew!) We can sit for hours and watch our grandson. And we are
wild with excitement when little Caleb tries something new, anything,
even if he falls flat on his face. We are absolutely delighted to be with
the little fellow, and he revels in our adoration.
Do you know how much more God delights in you than we delight in
Caleb?
Human beings long to be delighted in. God created us with a healthy
longing for affirmation that only He can fully satisfy. Jesus, therefore,
begins with Himself, His Father, and their provision for fruitful branches.
God always begins here, with Himself. Experiencing His daily presence
is the highest delight in our lives! The deepest and purest of all that we
yearn for resides in Him alone. Unless we get straight on this, we will be
like someone ignoring the powerful engine of a motorboat while
feverishly paddling upstream.
“I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener…every
branch in me…” (John 15:1-2a).
God begins with Himself and with the crown-jewel of His creation.
Know God, the Father: Think of a vintner who works with vines,
not just as an occupation, but also as a passion and a hobby. His wish is
to crossbreed and grow the choicest grapes so others can enjoy the fruit.
The gardener or vintner owns the land and sets each and every vine and
branch exactly where he wants, reigning like a king over his subjects. He
is in charge of the vines and branches so they will produce the best fruit
possible. When the vintner finishes, he stands back with rapture at the
work of his hands.
This is a picture of our God! He is the Great, Good and Generous
God who delights in us.33 He takes the initiative. We need simply to
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respond to His overflowing abundance. He is so far beyond what our
imaginations can grasp that our heads throb with a sense of awe and
wonder when we think about Him. But at the same time rapture and
delight fill our hearts! That is the golden thread in God’s tapestry.4
Know yourself: The world tries to define people based on what they
do or have or what others think of them. Jesus provides us with an
entirely different identity as a reference point. Jesus calls us branches,
little sticks of wood, not impressive in ourselves. A branch independent
from the vine is good for nothing. Not building. Not carving. Not
burning. But the same little stick of wood, deeply rooted in the vine…oh
my! What abundance! His own life, the Vine-life, surges through us so
we produce delicious fruit for the true Owner of the vineyard. The power
and life of the Vine becomes visible through the dependence and
weakness of the branch. He is our leader and we are His followers.
This Big God has formed us us with God-given needs for belonging,
purpose and affirmation, and now fills us to overflowing with Jesus’ life
and love— the present risenness of Jesus Christ.5 Why? For the one
purpose of fruit-bearing flowing out of intimacy. Our constant focus is:
“I’m joyfully serving others for His sake.” God changes us as we serve
others since fruit is always for others. We belong to God. So we can live
out this commitment because of Jesus and only because of Him through
the gracious help of His Spirit. This is the white thread in God’s tapestry.
Know Jesus, the True Vine: Implicit in the figure of the vine is full
provision for life and fruitfulness (the red thread in God’s tapestry). A
vine provides everything a branch needs to fulfill its life-purpose. The
life of the vine surges through the branches, producing delicious fruit for
the owner of the vineyard. Our value, worth and destiny as branches is
intricately connected with the Vine, not with what we do or don’t do. In
no way does this scale down or reduce the disastrous problem of sin. In
fact, our appreciation for the work of Christ on the cross to provide a full
and satisfactory life is in direct proportion to how horrific we see sin, our
own falleness within and this fallen world around us (the black thread).
Are you amazed and overwhelmed yet by the prolific outpouring of
the fully satisfying provision of Jesus for your life? He is the Vine; we
are the branches. Stop now. Jot down a few thoughts describing how
much the True Vine delights in you. He has sacrificed everything in
order to release fruit through us, His branches.
Ironically, every generation attempts in its own way to dim the
dazzling brilliance of the Good News of grace, simply because it just
seems too good to be true! “Certainly we have to work for something”
goes the false argument to connect. Fearlessly embrace all that God has
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freely provided. We are lovely and delightful because God has made us
so in Christ. Reorient often on the Reality behind the now familiar chart
above.

2. Respond Quickly to God’s Initiative
for Growth
“If this is all true, then why does it sometimes hurt so much?”
Necessary character change occurs through the Spirit’s work in a threefold process. Please don’t confuse the order.6 First, He gives us a long,
refreshing drink of the Triune God delighting in us (Father, Son and
Holy Spirit). Jesus first points His friends back to Himself again and
again as the only Great, Good and Generous Source of a fruitful life
(countering the first lie of Genesis 3, “God is not good”).
Second, He points us to the good that He has already deposited in us
through faith in Christ and the ministry of the Spirit. We have value,
worth and a destiny (countering the second lie, “I’m not enough” or “I’ll
never measure up”).
Third, as necessary, God candidly exposes sin and its devastating
effects so we can put it off and turn again to Jesus. God is realistic, but
too often we begin with our failure, to our own hurt, reinforcing the lie,
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“I don’t measure up.” This Big God will reveal what is extraneous to
fruit-bearing or what is wrong, painful or harmful to us and in us. He’s
committed to our best.
How?
By orchestrating a crisis of faith. This crisis of faith occurs in the
context of His overflowing Kingdom-grace.
“He [lifts up]77 every branch in me that bears no fruit, while
every branch in me that does bear fruit he prunes so that it will
be even more fruitful. You are already clean because of the
word I have spoken to you” (John 15:2-3).
Our Father lifts us up and prunes both diseased and healthy limbs.
This three-fold response is God’s life-releasing provision for fruitful
growth. Our heavenly Vintner is the Great Initiator. He intervenes in our
lives with His love to stimulate even “more fruit” in us.8
First, the heavenly Vintner lifts us up to a place of bounty. What
does a good vintner do first in the spring if branches vitally connected
with the vine are lying on the ground where they can never be fruitful?
He lifts them up,99 washes off the dirt and mud, and attaches each branch
to the arbor to soak in the life-giving rays of sunshine. Connected
branches are too valuable to the vintner to do otherwise. In other words,
God removes the branches from a hostile, life-depleting environment and
places them where they are most likely to begin to bear fruit.
Fruit flowing from connectedness is the Vintner’s one purpose. You
may debate the meaning of the text, but the Reality of this Fatherly love
finds resonance in our hearts. Our heavenly Father relentlessly pursues
the highest and best for His children by providing His branches with
everything needed for life and godliness.10
Second, the heavenly Vintner prunes us to remove disease. Pruning
removes whatever will destroy intimacy with the Vine and undermine
fruitfulness in our branch-lives (Jonah Trials from chapter ten). Just the
other day I slid into a sin, rationalizing with “What’s wrong with it
anyway, God?” with the demanding implication, “Show me clear and
conclusive proof it’s wrong!” After the fact, God brought clarity and
enlightenment, and also conviction! When the deceitful question
(“What’s wrong with it?”) even rattles in my mind, a red flag should
instantly pop up, reminding me of the subtlety of our enemy from
Genesis 3. That attitude comes from the wrong covenant. It’s not even a
Christian question, but places us back under the law. New life in Christ
asks, “How does this bring pleasure to Jesus?”
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Christians are not called to live on the plane of mere “right and
wrong.” That is a religion of morality that leads to death. God calls
Christians to live on the plane of “led by the Spirit” and this releases life.
The Spirit of God will never lead you into what is morally wrong since
there are moral absolutes. God will, however, often lead you in a way
that violates your sense of fairness.
Catch the radical difference?
Failure does play an important role in success, so learn from it. Selfimposed limits strangulate spiritual growth. As we cooperate with the
Vintner’s trimming process, we can push beyond these limits and explore
the breadth of possibilities with Jesus and His unconditional love.
Translate that negative adrenaline rush from fear into excitement. We
have the inexpressible privilege of partnering with the God who created
the universe. When false beliefs remain unchallenged, they retain an
unconscious influence over us and our lives remain an almost continual
battlefield.
How does a Good Vintner use bad pain for good? God can use bad
pain to orchestrate a crisis of faith to expose the Pharisee and worm
masks we wear (from chapter ten). But we must also cooperate with
Him. A crisis of faith questions whether you and I will listen to Satan’s
lies or God’s love. We partner with God by embracing His view on life
and aligning ourselves radically with Him, even when we don’t fully
understand. When God’s Spirit brings conviction through pruning, how
can we respond? Let me give you a potpourri of my self-talk. Embrace as
your own the ones that fit and add them to your own list them.
“I no longer want the barrenness of living a branch-life separate
from the Living Vine. Graft me in deeply and help me abide.” Be honest
with God. No pretense! Call it sin and put it off. Take responsibility for
my views, opinions and judgments. Feel the darkness of my personal sin
and the harm it’s causing others and me. Be ruthless with my sin.1111 “I
sinned.” Own what I have done and what I feel, rather than blaming
others. Forgive others immediately. Ask forgiveness from others quickly.
As long as I make excuses or blame others for the secret sins of my heart,
I will remain imprisoned. Jesus only died for sins, not for mistakes or a
dysfunctional upbringing.
The Bible calls this honesty with God humility, accurately viewing
ourselves in light of God and His Word, which is our lifelong focus.
Making accompanying changes results in repentance, a change of mind
that leads to changed views, values, goals, and ways so that the whole
life is lived differently.
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Third, the heavenly Vintner prunes us to remove healthy past
growth. Pruning not only removes diseased tissue, but also removes
healthy growth. Are you surprised? These are Job Trials we discussed in
chapter ten. Chastening, the endless war with sin and Satan, periodic
walks in darkness, and times of confusion are all occasionally normal for
a Christian walking with Jesus. We need to face this squarely. Anyone
who teaches that all our problems will melt away as soon as we bring
them to the throne of grace is teaching a false Gospel.
The gardener regularly and relentlessly cuts the vine back to a stump
and a few stubby limbs in early spring, every spring. The life of the vine
itself produces what is pruned, not something external. The pruner cuts
away the healthy wood from the previous year’s growth of the vigorous
vine. If I were that branch, what a dark, painful and confusing time
pruning would be, especially if it followed a season of luscious fruitbearing.
Why would a sane gardener cut healthy branches? Because the vine
is such a remarkable plant. It has so much vitality in it that the owner can
distill the fruit into an abundance of juice to refresh and bring joy to
others. Because of this same vitality, no other plant turns into wild wood
so quickly. The gardener must prune regularly since long runners and
green foliage from last year’s growth draw life away from fruit. God cuts
off the parts of our lives that siphon off precious supply from what is
essential…fruit-bearing. Sometimes He cuts what we consider a strength,
not just in our areas of weakness.
Christian personalities and groups who have size and noise, hustle
and bustle (long runners and green foliage) enamor us today. Neither
busyness nor bigness is God’s purpose. Fruit is the one and only purpose
of a branch—not long, lanky branches or luscious, green foliage.
Cooperate with Him with frank transparency in the pruning process
so the capacity to produce fruit will grow during each season of pruning.
Pruning forces the vine’s taproot to burrow deep down, even drilling
through shale rock when necessary, to uncover water to sustain life in
any season. Well-rooted vines need little irrigation and can thrive in a
less than ideal environment, like on the side of steep hills. That is
connecting and connecting with Jesus like this is life-transforming.
Personally, I’m in the midst of an extended time of pruning as I
write. I’m disappointed with many of my responses, confused and
wanting to fly away. But God delighting in me and providing for me in
His faultless way is activating character transformation. Therefore, I’m
trying to patiently fix my focus on Jesus and His wooing love, not on my
failings or disappointment.
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We become like what our mind focuses on and delights in.
Becoming introspective will consume us. 1212 Avoid it. Look instead to
Jesus who loves you more than your heart can imagine. Respond quickly.
Repent and confess thoroughly. Obey radically. Live humbly. But begin
with Him!13

3. Live Daily in Jesus as your Only True Home
Jesus continues to encourage us to experience a close, connecting,
intimate, ever-expanding life in Himself. He calls us away from our selffocus wholly to Himself. Pruning and problems are not our focus, but
abiding and fruit-bearing are. Quickly responding (obedience) is the
secret to abiding and proof positive of love.
“Remain in me, and I will remain in you. No branch can bear
fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can you bear
fruit unless you remain in me. I am the vine; you are the
branches. If a man remains in me and I in him, he will bear
much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing” (John 15:4-5).
What does Jesus mean by using the image of a vine and branch?
When we were in language school in Germany on the beautiful
Rhine River, the banks were carpeted with rows of luxuriant grapevines
lined up like soldiers waiting for inspection. I don’t know a lot about
grapes, but I ask questions.
 How near does a branch have to be to a vine to draw life from it?
 How often does a branch have to abide in the vine to be fruitful?
 How much of its branch-life does a branch draw from the vine?
Does Jesus mean that I must remain in Him just as exclusively,
absolutely, unceasingly, and closely as the branch is to the vine?
Yes! Jesus means it literally when He says, “apart from me you can
do nothing.” Oh, sure we can carry out tasks separate from Him, but
nothing that counts in the Kingdom. Everything we need for life and
mission comes through an intimate, constant, dependent, obedient,
empowering relationship with Him. Everything! Jesus said it and He is
always right because He is the smartest person in the world.
Jesus really is enough!
To remain in Jesus (other translations use the word “abide”) means
to make your daily home in Him. Don’t live in Him intermittently like a
traveling salesperson lives in one hotel after another. Unpack your bags,
arrange your furniture, hang your pictures, unbuckle your belt, take off
your shoes, and find your rest and comfort and nurture in Jesus. Make
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your permanent home in Jesus. That’s abiding. Jesus invites us to choose
Him as our preferred dwelling place (“remain in me”), because He first
chose us as His preferred dwelling place (“I will remain in you”). Jesus
likes hanging out with us!
A home should be a place of intimacy and satisfaction, safety and
security, peace and rest. Jesus provides the home that we have been
frantically chasing after all our lives. Jesus is the answer for every need
for life and godliness, friendship and loneliness, good times and crushing
pressures, disillusionment and enthusiasm, smiles and tears, ecstasy and
pain. We have finally arrived home, to a place not quite like anything we
have ever experienced before, to our only true home, Jesus!
Be careful, though! We 21st century western Christians are so
saturated with “how-to” Christianity. Some of you may even be begging
for techniques about now.
“You read my mind, Jim. How do I abide?”
Our fallen mind craves nothing so much as a complete system that
we can fully grasp and effortlessly live out. I’ve scoured the Bible
repeatedly for some easy-to-teach, easy-to-practice steps to help us get
free quickly. I cannot find this MTV-style of Christianity anywhere, no
matter how hard I try. The Bible keeps pointing to Jesus and a momentby-moment friendship with Him.
When we come to Christ, we give Him the title deed to our life.
Jesus has permission to unlock any door in the house. It’s His home of
love now, not ours. Jesus has the right to rearrange the furniture any way
He wants. He is also free to clean out that smelly closet in the backroom
that no one knows about except us.
Make our home in Him because Jesus is remaking our broken-down
shacks into His mansion. Experience His present-risenness and press into
conscious awareness of His presence. This reminds me to reorient my
day, every day, to refocus on Jesus. Jesus is my major occupation. Begin
the day, every day, by being happy in Jesus. Make Jesus your home
moment-by-moment so He can live His life through you.14 The real tests
in life, and the sweetest victories, are here. Everything else flows from
this.

4. Practice the God-given “Means of Grace”
As we abide in Christ, God delights to lavish on us His grace and
favor, the present risenness of Jesus. So, then, why don’t we experience
more of it?
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Besides the vine-branch metaphor, I like to think of the outpouring
of God’s grace like a waterfall. The waterfall cascades powerfully down
with its refreshing water. Unless I move to where the water is gushing
down, however, I’ll just admire the waterfall from a distance, and not
benefit from its refreshing, life-giving benefits.
No lack exists, or could ever exist, in the outpouring of God’s grace.
Jesus’ abundance shatters our poverty mentality. But are we personally
experiencing this now? We never will, until we embrace God’s “means
of grace.”15 God says, “Here is where I will pour out my grace most
generously. Remain there and you will experience My lavish outpouring
of grace.” This is not our works any more than the branch works to
produce fruit. These means of grace allow us to place ourselves before
God so He can pour out His transforming grace into our lives.
In His last quiet talk to His emerging leaders, Jesus highlights four
from among many means of grace. Before we look at the specific means
of grace that Jesus selected, however, let me give you a context for these
practices or habits.
I have a new grandson who parents and grandparents alike dearly
love. My daughter, Angie, often uses a front halter that holds little Levi
secure while they walk. What a great device! But what would you think
of if she spent all her time polishing, cleaning and fixing the halter and
neglected Levi? Practices are merely the halter. Our purpose is knowing,
loving and experiencing relationship with the Living God in an intimate
and growing way. Please, don’t get so caught up in the practices that you
neglect the Person. Joy in Jesus is the main element in all these practices.
Practice one: a devotional life in the Word: Daily time alone with
God where He meets with us in solitude around His love letter, the Word
of God, is essential. Our rendezvous with God is the place where we can
reorient our lives toward Him and He guides us, primarily through His
Word.
“If you remain in me and my words remain in you, ask
whatever you wish, and it will be given you. This is to my
Father’s glory, that you bear much fruit, showing yourselves to
be my disciples” (John 15:7-8).
Make a standing date with God. Our first and primary duty each day
is to be happy in Jesus (not in circumstances; but to enjoy being in the
presence of the Living Lord). Be intimately connected with the True
Vine. God delights in revealing Himself to you and speaks to your heart
as a friend. Authenticity and self-disclosure characterize treasured
friendships. Lasting friendships, though, can never be force-fed or rushed
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because they develop naturally through unhurried time together, not
through occasional get-togethers.
Did you notice the two parts to this leisurely time together? That
quiet, leisure time alone in solitude before God, with His Book open,
also stirs in you a new desire to talk conversationally with this Great,
Good and Generous Father.
Practice two: a conversational life of prayer. Prayer is a family
matter, with a dependent child coming boldly and confidently to dialog
with his Father and to ask for what He gladly and willingly gives. Prayer
flows naturally from a loving, intimate relationship with God through
Jesus Christ. It’s a two-way conversation where the pleasure of prayer
will grow by leaps and bounds as the friendship grows.
Here is a tip. Relax quietly in God’s presence with both hands facing
upward. Imagine your Master’s hands underneath yours. Then turn your
hands over and lay everything into His supporting hands. Lay your
burdens, worries, slights, fears, inabilities, concerns, and sins into His
hands. Shake them out as a reminder to empty everything out. Then face
your hands upward again to let God fill them from your heritage in
Christ. If another worry pops into your head, turn your hands over again.
Shake them out and let God refill them.16
Why not take a break now? Put this book down. Relax in God’s
presence as you begin with both hands face up. It all begins here.
This throughout-the-day conversational relationship with God is
something you can learn to cultivate, just as you would hang out with a
good friend. For us, it’s a little island of rest amid the rigors of daily life.
For God, it also gives Him a place to abide and to rest deeply in our
lives.
Snatch little slices during your day for purposeful pauses (I call them
Sabbath rests). Stretch. Admire the creative beauty of God. Smell the
flowers. See God at work in people. Gaze at their heart, not their sin.
Refocus on the One who loves you more than you can imagine. Reorient
on the only Source of lasting strength and wisdom for the problems of
this day. Cultivate the quiet inward place of constantly listening to God.
When we take time to practice the art of purposeful pausing, we are
scattering the “Sabbath rest” throughout your day.17
Practice three: drawing life from God’s intimate love for His
children: Jesus is speaking of God’s passionate love for us, not our
response to Him in return, which is worship. God’s initiating, freeing,
intimate love poured out towards us begins the whole process.18 God is
the only One in the entire universe who can love us with an absolutely
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pure love, without any hidden agenda. Scan the list of His Fatherly love
as described in the endnotes for chapter seven. His love is authentic.
Plunge in. We are secure and safe in His loving arms.
“As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain
in my love. If you obey my commands, you will remain in my
love, just as I have obeyed my Father’s commands and remain
in his love” (John 15:9-10).
However, we must first be reassured of this flood of initiating love
that God’s Spirit pours out, especially in the midst of hard times.19 We
have no security outside fully embracing God’s love. This frees us in
trials from camping on the why-question, “Why will you not relieve me
from this pain?” and asking instead the question of relationship, “Where
is this Sacred Romance going?”20
Did you notice the organic connection between being loved, abiding,
and obeying?
Jesus loves us with the same pure, powerful, freeing love He
experienced from His Father (see John 17:26). We experience this
deepening love as we obey and abide. God wildly delights in us and
looks at us with a warm smile as He invites us to come home to renew
and deepen our spiritual intimacy with Him. Let God seize us fresh each
morning with the Reality that He loves us just as we are (not as we hope
to be), but He also loves us too much to leave us there. Bringing this love
into your everyday life is a powerful means of grace.
Don’t lose the wonder!
Practice four: experiencing Jesus’ ecstatic joy: The contagious,
exuberant joy of Jesus infected and freed His followers so they could
radically celebrate the Father’s love in new and fresh ways. This joy is
our heritage…for each of us…always.
“I have told you this so my joy may be in you and that your joy
may be complete” (John 15:11).
My oldest daughter, Debbie, is engaged to a wonderful man who
loves and treasures her. Jamie’s love releases exuberant joy in her.21 Joy
flows out of the confidence of being loved as we are and the eager
expectation of more in the future (compare verses 9 and 10, “I have told
you this so…”).
Think of the money and time spent trying to make people happy
through various forms of entertainment-sized bites of artificial bliss.
Many people hardly believe in the possibility of a truly joy-filled life.
They naively settle for the routine of life. Some are grateful for every
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scrap of counterfeit diversion that creates the illusion of excitement—a
cruise, a suspense novel, an exotic restaurant, a challenging computer
game, watching a sporting event, a sexual experience, extreme sports, an
expensive cigar, an exciting movie, a lottery ticket.
God’s exuberant joy is radically different from happiness, and
infinitely more refreshing. Why? Jesus’ joy is a joy that does not
“separate happy days from sad days, successful moments from moments
of failure, experiences of honor from experiences of dishonor, passion
from resurrection. This joy is a divine gift that does not leave us during
times of illness, poverty, oppression, or persecution.”22 His joy never
depends on the ups and downs of life.
Joy is a fruit that comes from the Spirit. “The joy of Jesus lifts up life
to be celebrated.”23 It moves us away from bobbing along helplessly like
a cork on the ebb and flow of life so we may recognize and celebrate life
in the midst of trials. The joy of Jesus springs from His intimate,
dependent relationship with His Father. It’s the constant moving away
from the static places of death-likeness into abundance where we
celebrate authentic life.
Joy is never full until we give it away to others. We see a gorgeous
sunset and exclaim to another, “Now that’s beautiful!” As we walk in
the park we see a newborn baby and tell the mother, “What a beautiful
baby!” Joy must be passed on to be complete.
How all-pervasive is joy in Scripture? Just a few weeks ago I was
experiencing several minor problems. I was pleased that at least I was
not whining and complaining over them, but had moved on to passive
acceptance. Then I read Romans 5:3.
We also rejoice in our sufferings, because we know…
(Romans 5:3, emphasis).
God stopped me dead in my tracks! “Rejoice in my sufferings!”
Conviction! God’s desire is not for me merely to accept trials passively. I
must actively thank Him and rejoice so I can experience life
transformation amid hard times!24 Why can we respond in that
otherworldly way? Only because God pours his otherworldly life and
grace into us so the result will be character formation and ministry to
others. When I chose to rejoice, my difficulties did not change. I viewed
them differently and how I responded to them changed drastically.
Joy in trials is evidence that we are regaining our original roots and
are reigning in life as God’s representatives rather than responding as
helpless victims.25 Unless this ecstatic, exuberant joy is our strength, I
wonder if we truly believe that our Father runs this entire universe. Joy
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(or the lack of it) has recently become an early warning signal revealing
how deeply I’m abiding in Christ. Joy reorients our lives back to Jesus
and unlocks deeper recesses of life in Christ through His Spirit.
In summary, please don’t confuse the soil for change (the means of
grace) with the Source of change (God Himself). God is sovereign. He
orchestrates history, but He also uses means to communicate His grace to
us. Live in God’s “means of grace,” His promise and your heritage.
Believe Him. Pursue His presence radically. Embrace God through these
“means of grace” by responding to the Divine Dance. If you do not,
however, God loves you so much that His grace will still passionately
pursue you until He captures you with His love.
 Drink deeply of God’s delight in you.
 Respond quickly to God’s initiative for growth.
 Live daily in Jesus as your only true home.
 Practice the God-given “means of grace.”

5. Give Away Freely the Fruits
of Spiritual Intimacy
What are the results of an abiding branch-life? Just as sterility comes
from separation, fruit is the result of intimacy with Jesus. Did you notice
the progress in John 15? No fruit. Fruit. More fruit. Much more fruit.
God created a vine-branch for abundance! Don’t be deceived by the
spiritual poverty thinking that some people try to pawn off under the
guise of humility. Fruit is life bursting forth and overwhelming
resistance. You’ve seen tree roots push up great slabs of concrete. Life
resides in the seed—a vibrant life that reproduces to bring forth more life
after its own kind as it reaches out beyond itself. For instance, grapes
erupt forth from the branch. Spiritual fruit is the natural, normal
outgrowth of the intimacy between branch-people and the Vine because
of the present-risenness of Jesus in us.
Have you ever been in a vineyard late at night and listened to the
loud grunts and groans from the branches as they work hard to bear fruit?
Of course not. Branches don’t strain to make grapes. Grapes come
naturally as the branch relies on a healthy vine for its life-sustenance.
This is how we bear fruit!
By contrast, a product is something that is made through a direct
result of our efforts. In an assembly line, for instance, the result of a
succession of actions is a product. If we repeat these same actions over
and over again, we will get more and more product. Even in Christian
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circles we too often slip into pouring out tremendous time, energy and
resources to increase product, but Jesus calls us to fruit.
Jesus suggestively points to three delicious fruits that burst out from
spiritual intimacy with Him because of obedience. These fruits first work
in us so they can work through us. Pass it on to others. Give it away
freely. Don’t hoard it. Here is a paradox of the present resurrected life of
Jesus. We only keep what we give away.
You will certainly discover other wonderful fruits as you continue to
walk with Christ. Let’s glance quickly at the three that Jesus mentions in
this last quiet talk with His friends so the branch might bring pleasure
and fame to the Vintner.
 First, Jesus calls us to pass on this Jesus-life to others in the
family of God by loving one another (John 15:12-18). We call
this discipleship or fellowship as we deepen community.
 Second, Jesus also taught His friends to give away the Bread of
Life to the world of lost people, hungry for God-Reality (John
15:18- 16:11). This is witness, outreach or evangelism as we
partner with Jesus in His commission.
 The third avenue of ministry is to give this life back to God
again (John 16:12-33). We call this worship, praise, adoration, or
thanksgiving as we experience intimate communion with Jesus.26

Now What?
The two main ideas in Jesus’ quiet talk to His friends are inseparably
joined in God’s heart. Freely receive from God (the first four responses
in this chapter). Then (1) as a bride at the Marriage ceremony with her
Husband and (2) as sons and daughters in His Family and (3) as servantwarriors in His Kingdom, freely give it away to the Triune God (upward
in worship), to other brothers and sisters in Christ (inward in the family
in nurture) and to unbelievers (outward in mission). Become a
worshipping, learning, serving, witnessing, equipping community.
Trinity Diagram of Three
When God saved us as individuals, He simultaneously added us to
His family. Community is not something we do; community is who we
are! Everything the Father is doing, He is doing through us as His
People. As we begin to accept others as they now are (not how we wish
they were o even how we think God will make them), this develops a
visible, tangible oneness and unity. Oneness motivates people to invite us
into their lives and we gain wisdom to know how, when, and if various
ethical principles apply to their lives…or ours.
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Since God is the Triune, Community-God, He cannot fully
accomplish His will with isolated individuals. Each of us individually are
community because of God’s bold design. God calls His people a
Vineyard (Isaiah 27:3), not just a vine or a branch. We are a Kingdom, a
family, a people whom God has joined together, a people of His presence
because He is a social God.
Since God designed us in the image of the Three-in-one Community,
what happens as we gather together as the people of God cannot happen
to us when we are alone? We joyfully experience and celebrate that we
are part of a bigger reality. The richness of the gathered community gives
our lives a broader dimension, shared purpose and renewed energy. We
need one another desperately. But the idea of being community is the
subject for another book.27 Meanwhile…
As we walk this pathway, our individual character develops by
partnering with God in ministry. When Jesus sprang on the scene in
Mark chapter 1, He proclaimed a message and demonstrated a ministry.
Both are essential. Spiritual fruit is not ours to hoard, but to give away to
bless others.
Simple, isn’t it? But why do we see so little of this today? Separating
Siamese twins joined at the heart will kill them. Separating our inner
connection with God (character development) from its outward
expression (serving others) also ultimately leads to the death of both.
“Freely receive and freely give” are joined together in God’s heart—
God’s simple Eden-design.
I have noticed a sequence in my life, often repeated over time, as the
Spirit drives the process of change.
 First, I acknowledge that the truth is true and worth practicing
(mental faith).
 Second, I admire the truth and those who practice it, but it does
not go much farther (emotional faith).
 Third, I act on the truth, but often get quickly discouraged and
don’t continue (volitional faith without perseverance).
 Finally, I accept the hard work necessary to keep pushing in until
God blesses me by turning information into formation of
character and values (volitional faith with perseverance, or fullorbed faith).28
In which stage are you as you reflect back on Big God! Bold Design?
What is the God of the universe saying to you? Are you serious about
this divine dance? Do you really believe the tremendous resources this
Partner offers in Jesus?
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He who did not spare his own Son, but gave him up for us all—
how will he not also, along with him, graciously give us all
things? (Rom. 8:32).
As you answer, remember: Jesus really is enough! My

Prayer:
“Lord Jesus, I’m amazed and overwhelmed at the vibrant life You so
freely give me as I drink of Your present risenness. I fully embrace my
role as a branch…a little stick of wood resting fully in the All-sufficient
Vine. Jesus, you are awesome to make me Your friend and allow me the
privilege of bearing fruit that brings pleasure and fame to You. Stir me
again now to dive into the river of Your love. I want to experience all I
need to live out Your life here on this planet to make an impact for You.
Amen.”

Simplicity Beyond Complexity
(Optional Summary)
1. Drink deeply of God’s delight in us. God delights in us. His
Goodness, Greatness and Generosity have provided everything we need
through His life, His bold design of us, and His provisions for us.
EVERYTHING. Don’t dim the dazzling brightness of His Goodness. 2.
Respond quickly to God’s initiative for your growth because the sweet
sound of amazing grace saves us from the need for self-deception.
Respond quickly, radically, and authentically. Trust Father to know best,
whether He lifts you up or prunes you to bring forth more fruit. 3. Live in
Jesus daily as your only true home because He first chose us as His
preferred dwelling place. This place of intimacy, satisfaction, safety,
security is what we have been frantically chasing in vain all our lives. 4.
Practice faithfully the God-given “means of grace,” a warm devotional
life with your Bible open and your heart prayerful. Enjoy God’s intimate,
initiating love towards us, and exuberant joy in us that is otherworldly. 5.
Give away the fruits of spiritual intimacy through worship (to God),
through community (to other Christians) and through witness (to the lost
world). Character and ministry are inextricably joined together in God’s
heart.

Do S-T-U-D-Y on John 15:1-1729

Chapter 9: Descending to Greatness
1

Chapter 4, “The King of the Ages” spells this out in more detail.

2

You can enjoy this story in Matthew 14:13-21.

3

Again, theologians call this sanctification, a process of becoming like Jesus
that began at the point of justification, will continue on in a real and progressive
way while we are on earth, and will ultimately be consummated when Jesus
returns for us in power and glory. The goal is character like Jesus that draws
wisdom and empowering from
4

In Scripture, the father/son relationship has primarily to do with roles and
appropriate responses, like exclusively between God the Father and God the
Son, and only secondarily with the physical act of birth. Our culture has turned
this upside down. First and foremost, “son” has to do with “having the character
of,” like our phrase “he’s a chip off the old block.” Barnabas is called the “Son
of Encouragement,” not because his dad’s name was “Joe Encouragement,” but
because his life was characterized by encouraging others.
n every temptation, Jesus’ antidote/weapon was to combat the enemy’s deceit
with the truth of the Word. How well do we know and utilize God’s Word? We
will be attacked. Have we prepared our minds and hearts?
5

It’s easy to swing like a pendulum to one of two sides…we’re free so we can
do what we want, or we need to say “no” to anything pleasurable. Both are
counterfeits. One of the most balanced and spiritually penetrating chapters on
“things” is “The Blessedness of Possessing Nothing” in Tozer’s The Pursuit of
God (Camp Hill, PA: Christian Publications, 1993, used by permission). Things
“were made for man’s uses, but they were meant always to be external to the
man and subservient to him. In the deep heart of the man was a shrine where
none but God was worthy to come” (p. 21). When Abraham came down from
the mountain with Isaac, “he had everything, but possessed nothing. There is
the spiritual secret. There is the sweet theology of the heart which can be
learned only in the school of renunciation” (p. 27). The whole chapter is worthy
of worshipful study.
6

I will explore this more in chapter 12, ’Cause Jesus Is Enough, under “4.
Practice Faithfully the God-given ‘Means of Grace.’”
7

License is the misunderstanding of freedom that says I’m free to do whatever I
want. Legalism is the polar opposite. It says I need to follow every law and
regulation in order to please God. Both are counterfeits, Satan’s Plan B.
8
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9

In case you think I have an over-active imagination regarding thedeceitfulness
and power of sin when we try to manage it ourselves, read the telling verse
shortly after sin first entered the world. God says to Cain, “If you do not do
what is right, sin is crouching at your door [like a lion waiting to pounce]; it
desires to have you, but you must master it” (Genesis 4:6).
“He has also set eternity in the hearts of men; yet they cannot fathom what
God has done from beginning to end” (Ecclesiastes 3:11).
10

11

Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines (San Francisco: HarperCollins,
1988), p. 70.
“…how much more will those who receive God’s abundant provision of grace
and of the gift of righteousness reign in life through the one man, Jesus Christ”
(Rom. 5:17, bold added for emphasis).
12

13

This excellent insight comes from Jan David Hettinga (David Hettinga,
Follow Me (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1996), pp. 42-43).
14

I could multiply this extensively. Jesus again modeled this for us in His last
quiet talk with His disciples in John 13:1-17. Jesus took the servant’s towel and
washed His disciples’ feet, punctuating the teaching-by-act with this promise,
“Now that you know these things [role of a servant], you will be blessed if you
do them.” God blesses us in the doing, not just the knowing.
Peter, the spokesman for the Twelve, taught on leadership in 1 Peter 5:1-4,
again sketching out the pattern of great authority used to serve others, not
ourselves, and the result of being lifted up and given “the crown of glory that
will never fade away.” Immediately after, he challenges younger, emerging
leaders with similar teaching. “Humble yourselves, therefore, under God’s
mighty hand, that he may lift you up in due time” (1 Peter 5:6).
Other passages that teach “descending to greatness” as the pattern for Kingdom
influence are Luke 6:27-38, 2 Corinthians 8:9 with John 1:1 and 1:14, Acts
20:17-38, and the complete chapter of Philippians 2. You’ll want to add to this
partial list.
15

In Genesis 1:26-28, God delegates authority to us over His creation, and we
are to “reign in life” as new creations (Rom. 5:21). Jesus commissions us in
Matthew 28:18-20. Paul makes the amazing statement that we are now seated
with Jesus Christ in heaven (Eph. 2:6) and the equally astounding
pronouncement that God’s people judge angels in 1 Cor. 6:3. God’s people
possess authority and power.
16

Quotation is from Romans 5:17.

“Just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give
his life as a ransom for many” (Matthew 20:28).
17

18

This, of course, is John 15:5 and Philippians 4:13, married together.
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19

See chapter 2 for this teaching.

As I’ve focused on a willingness to thirst or hurt for Jesus sake, that
commitment has acted as a partial antidote to the poison of critical barbs aimed
at me (intentional or unintentional, real or perceived), uncaring responses, and
my own unfulfilled desires.
20

21

Although just yesterday, I responded protectively and defensively to
something a friend said. I certainly did not live out the not-to-be-served
response. After I asked forgiveness, God has again renewed my commitment to
serve sacrificially.
22

Have you ever wondered why Jesus came to earth? Matthew 20:20-28 tell us
in no uncertain terms. Verse 28 succinctly states that Jesus “came not to be
served, but to serve and to give his life a ransom for many.” His two-pronged
mission statement is often condensed to the last prong. Jesus came to
revolutionize leadership (to turn our responses from positional-authority to
relational-authority through serving) and also to restore intimacy with the
Father (to transfer us from death to life, as we learned in Book 2, Free Indeed!)
Libraries have been written on the second prong, but the first been mostly
overlooked.
We will look at this more at the end of chapter 12, ‘Cause Jesus Is Enough.
When we give it away to God, it’s worship. When we give it away to God’s
family, it’s koinonia, community or fellowship. When we give it away to those
outside of God’s family, it’s mission or evangelism, outreach or witness. That is
God’s simple plan: receive everything from Jesus, the spring of
23

24

I heard this phrase first from my friend Nigel Morris, and it’s fully scriptural.

“You, my brothers, were called to be free. But do not use your freedom to
indulge the sinful nature; rather, serve one another in love. The entire law is
summed up in a single command: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself’” (Galatians
5:13-14).
25

See chapter two, “God’s Amazing Design” for a reminder of these concepts.

This is adapted from Larry Crabb’s powerful analogy in The Marriage
Builder (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992) on pages 3942, but it’s applicable to any interpersonal relationship.
26

What I’ve presented may seem at times to imply (although I certainly have
not meant to) that we have or can achieve perfection in this life. Anyone who
has that idea is as foolish as those lulled into acting as if a dormant volcano was
a normal mountain. When we don’t reach perfection in this life (and we will
not), we either drop out, doubting the Reality of the truth, or delude ourselves in
some way in order to rationalize our own failures and cope (“My past is just too
broken to ever experience such intimacy and freedom.”) Both extremes are
devastating and both extremes are part of Satan’s schemes.
27
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28

Dallas Willard, In Search Of Guidance (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock
Publishers, 1993), p. 98 quoting Samuel Shoemaker, With the Holy Spirit and
with Fire (New York: Harper & Row, 1960), 27.
29

Dallas Willard, In Search Of Guidance (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock
Publishers, 1993), p. 98 quoting Samuel Shoemaker, With the Holy Spirit and
with Fire (New York: Harper & Row, 1960), 27.
“May the God of peace, who through the blood of the eternal covenant
brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd of the sheep,
equip you with everything good for doing his will and may he work in us what is
pleasing to him, through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory forever and ever.
Amen” (Hebrews 13:20-21).
30

“But [God] said to [Paul], ‘My grace is sufficient for you; for my power is
made perfect in weakness.’ Therefore, I will boast all the more gladly about my
weaknesses, so that Christ’s power may rest on me. That is why, for Christ’s
sake, I delight in weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in
difficulties. For when I am weak, then I am strong” (2 Cor. 12:9-10).
“Because of the grace God gave me…I will not venture to speak of anything
except what Christ has accomplished through me in leading the Gentiles to obey
God by what I have said and done…through the power of the Spirit” (Romans
15:15, 18, 19).
31

Ephesians 3:20.

32

Quoted earlier from A.W. Tozer, Knowledge of the Holy (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1961), pp. 51-52.
33

This easy process (I call it S-T-U-D-Y, an acronym for Summary, The key
verse, Uplifts, Difficulty and Your response) will lead to life change over time,
when practiced consistently as we keep in step with the Spirit. We are not
changed in the knowing, but through the doing so don’t only focus on the
“S-T-U-D,” but also on the “Y” as you do it. The truth that changes us is the
truth put into practice. “Ant-steps” are fine.

Chapter 10: God’s Hidden Treasure
I added the italics. Tozer goes on to say, “For human beings the whole
possibility of redemption lies in their ability to change. To move across from
one sort of person to another is the essence of repentance.” The liar learns to
speak truth; the angry learns to forgive; the thief learns to work; the bitter learn
to be kind, changing the whole moral texture of his life (compare. Eph. 4:22-32).
“The thoughts, the desires, the affections are transformed, and the man is no
longer what he had been before. In the working out of his redemptive process
the unchanging God makes full use of change and through a succession of
changes arrives at permanence at last" (A. W. Tozer, Knowledge of the Holy
(San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1961), pp. 51-52).
1
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I often hear twisted thinking here, and it’s so common that we accept it as true.
“That’s just the way I am” follows a harmful or less-than-balanced response (or
the religious version, “that’s just how God made me”). Even Christians take
personality bents or gifting to an extreme, as if they must always react that way.
Change is tough. Rationalization is easy. The Good News of the Gospel is,
however, that I do not have to be bound by how I now am, whether it stems
from harmful personality traits, upbringing or a traumatic experience. In Christ,
I’m free to become just like Him. That’s Great News.
2

3

Quoted above from A. W. Tozer, Knowledge of the Holy (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1961), pp. 51-52.
4

For you history buffs, this was the summer of ‘99.

5

God has built healthy protection mechanisms into our responses. Normally we
cannot live long in ways that we believe harm us. That’s why it’s so important
to see Reality from God’s perspective; otherwise our false perception of reality
drives us away from some of the things God wants to use for our growth.
6

In chapter 2 of Big God! Bold Design, I describe these in more detail. What
are some of these critical desires? The desire to be loved, understood and
respected by others, the hope that your children will remain close to you and
live responsible lives…all these are critical desires in the sense that I’m using
the phrase. Core needs are more central and essential. Nothing can fill that
hollow core except what we were built to experience, God Himself at the core
of our being. Not imperfect friends, not challenging work, not excitement, not
pleasure, not thrills, but relationship and purpose with the Trinity.
Just a quick note here. I’m not addressing the idea of healthy boundaries that
keep me from being enmeshed with another person. I am speaking here of
temporary walls that are okay, helpful, sometimes even necessary for a time.
The key, I believe, is for a time. Our long term goal is to grow internally and in
the relationship to the point where the temporary walls are no longer necessary
in the relationship, a point which is not necessarily reached in every
relationship.
7

8

This passage, and others like it, have given me so much help, hope, and power
to experience growing freedom and excitement to know, love and serve God.
Just as important for ministry is how we communicate truth. Jesus ministered
with deep compassion, never flippantly quoting Scripture as a bludgeon.
“Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not
see” (Hebrews 11:1; see also 1 Corinthians 16:13, 2 Corinthians 5:7, Galatians
2:20B).
9

10

“We live by faith, not by sight” (2 Corinthians 5:7).

God’s promise to reward us is a large teaching in Scripture (one verse is 2
Cor. 5:10). Whether we serve God out of duty (because God commands it), or
11
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delight (because we love doing it), or design (because God designed us for this
and we re-align our lives with Him), God rewards when our desire is to do it for
Him.
“Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for
the joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at
the right hand of the throne of God” (Hebrews 12:2).
12

“In this greatly rejoice [God’s great mercy and our living hope and eternal
inheritance], though now for a little while you may have had to suffer grief in
all kinds of trials” (1 Peter 1:6). We don’t enjoy the trials, but what God will do
through them. Jesus is our model. “Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and
perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross”
(Hebrews 12:2). Jesus endured the cross. It was the assurance of future fruit that
gave Him perseverance.
13

Later in the same chapter as the writer of Hebrews in talking about how to be
sure we are God’s beloved children, Fatherly discipline is a sure sign. “No
discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it produces
a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have been trained by it”
(Hebrews 12:11).
14

That may sound counter-intuitive. But Kingdom responses often seem upside
down because we are so programmed and enmeshed with the world’s system of
thinking. Think about it. Two girls have the same tragic experience in their
childhood. One thrives and grows through it and the other shrivels up and is
crushed for a lifetime. Both events were horrible, but how they evaluated the
event determined how they responded to it (more on this in the next chapter).
Note that God’s sweeping promise in Romans 8:28 is conditional, not
universal. God’s part is to call; ours is to respond in love like good dance
partners. These two conditions together describe a genuine believer, the ones to
whom this promise is made.
15

16

John White, The Cost of Commitment, InterVarsity Press, Downers Grove, IL,
1978, pp. 11-13.
17

Paul’s prayer in Ephesians 3:14-21 fits well here.

18

In Matthew 16:24-28

19

This vivid illustration comes from Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend
in their excellent book, Why People Grow, Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2001, p.
207.
The other pendulum swing…”there is merit and benefit in all suffering”…is
just as dangerous to healthy discipleship. Although the “easy discipleship”
aberration that I mentioned in the text is more popular today, the “merit to
suffering” swing seemed to have been prevalent in many of the great mystics of
20
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the Middle Ages. It’s a reminder to me that we are all still children of our age to
some degree.
Brennan Manning (Abba’s Child, Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1994,
especially pages 30-31 and 84-92) and his mentor, Henri J. M. Nouwen (Life of
the Beloved, New York: Crossroad, 1992, p. 21) have excellent descriptions of
these two faces. Both spring from a fear of self-rejection.
21

The one swings to the pendulum extreme, “I will never amount to anything and
I’m helpless to do anything about it.” The religious “worm,” when thanked for
some effective ministry, may respond, “It’s not me, just Jesus. I’m nothing and
really can’t do anything.” The imposter/Pharisee is also afraid of self-rejection,
but swings to the opposite extreme. An imposter/Pharisee must wear his or her
mask all the time, projecting character and accomplishments better than they
know them to be. “After all, if others really knew me and the mistakes I make,
there’s no way they could love me.” What an exhausting and grueling way to
live!
22

Biblical humility, the queen of all virtues according to historical orthodoxy
and the soil out of which all other Kingdom virtues grows, is accurately seeing
ourselves (Rom. 12:3, not more highly and not more lowly). Humility intersects
John 15:5 and Philippians 4:13.
23

Stop and think how pearls are formed. An irritating foreign substance (like a
grain of sand) gets into an oyster’s shell. A trial actually stimulates pearlmaking for oysters. 1 Peter 1:5 informs us to add, with all diligence, seven
qualities to our faith. In other words, we have great promises from God (verse
4). But they are released or activated when we make every effort to mix them
with faith.
24

Peter uses the figure of purifying gold. As the gold-mixture heats up, the pure
gold sinks to the bottom and the impurities rise to the top. The impurities are
then skimmed off so eventually only pure gold remains. We can rejoice greatly
in trials (even though we don’t enjoy the trials themselves) because we know
the end result will be a purer faith (1 Peter 1:6-7). James also encourages us to
rejoice in trials because there’s purpose to them. God will use hard times to
finish the good work He has begun in us (James 1:2-5). “It was good for me to
be afflicted so I might learn your Word” (Psalm 119:71). Paul also writes in the
context of “conflicts on the outside, fears within”: “Indeed, in our hearts we
felt the sentence of death. But this happened that we might not rely on ourselves
but on God, who raises the dead” (2 Corinthians 1:9). Rely on God, not
ourselves…increased faith.
25

We live in bodies as physical beings. The sins of our flesh are stubborn and
difficult to throw off. Trials strip the veneer away so we can clearly see where
we pursue our own pleasure and protect ourselves from hurt instead of serving
God radically. Seeing these sins of self (self-love, self-centeredness, selfishness,
etc.) for what they really are (ugly and destructive) sets us up for the cure.
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“Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body, arm yourselves also with the same
attitude, because he who has suffered in his body is done with sin. As a result,
he does not live the rest of his earthly life for evil human desires, but rather for
the will of God” (1 Peter 4:1-2).
Isn’t that after all what you desperately want? To experience freedom here in
this life from that stubborn habit dragging you down? To be able to live
radically for the will of God? Peter instructs us to arm our minds with the
willingness to suffer in the flesh. Here’s one way: “I am willing to thirst.” “I
am willing to hurt.” There’s purpose to trial.
God has designed us so God’s basic drive for growth is a conscious sense of
need. Personal needs motivate us to turn from all that is outside of Christ to
embrace His perfection. Paul prayed three times to remove a “thorn in the
flesh,” which was probably either an ongoing physical problem or the constant
attack on his ministry from those who wanted to remain in Judaism.
26

First God speaks, then Paul responds. “But he [God] said to me, ‘My grace is
sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.’ Therefore I will
boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses, so Christ’s power may rest on
me. That is why, for Christ’s sake, I delight in weaknesses, in insults, in
hardships, in persecutions, in difficulties. For when I am weak, than I am
strong’” (2 Corinthians 12:9-10).
Paul understood the amazing reality that his trial was actually for his best so he
could experience God’s power more perfectly. Without this personal spiritual
hunger and thirst, we cannot feed upon the Lord Jesus Christ. “Blessed are
those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled” (Matthew
5:6).
27

The writer of Hebrews first encourages us to struggle against sin to the utmost
(number 2 above). Then he clearly instructs us that trials can be the
loving discipline of a caring father. God is only treating us like any good father
would his son whom he wants to grow and mature by internalizing selfdiscipline. Although discipline is not enjoyable at the time, after the training
process we understand that they are for our own good.
“No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it
produces a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have been trained
by it.” (Heb. 12:11)
How do we learn self-discipline? Normally as a child self-discipline is a
byproduct of “other-discipline” that comes from parents who practice loving
boundaries and natural consequences for actions. If we lack self-discipline, we
can’t get it in isolation. We get self-discipline from “other-discipline,” from the
discipline, structure, and correction provided by two primary (but not mutually
exclusive) sources outside ourselves.
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First, other people whom God gives help us learn discipline by mutual
accountability. If we don’t listen and internalize the lessons, we are in trouble.
“A mocker resents correction; he will not consult the wise” (Prov. 15:12).
Second, we get trained by the trial. After we are trained by the trials and have
internalized its lessons, then we possess an inner self-disciple or self-control so
we regain the freedom that comes from it. The result is that we “may share in
his holiness” and “produce a harvest of righteousness and peace” (Hebrews
12:4-11).
28

Paul says that the reason he suffered these particular trials was for the sake of
others, not for something he had done. Hurting people hurt. God comforts us so
we can experience His tender mercy, compassion and comfort first hand and
then pass these on to other hurting people.
“Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of
compassion and the God of all comfort, who comforts us in all our troubles, so
we can comfort those in any trouble with the comfort we ourselves have
received from God” (2 Cor 1:3-4).
This is an amazing passage! Sometimes we suffer, not for ourselves, but so we
can help others experience more of God’s tender mercy and compassion. That’s
how basic “serving others joyfully for Jesus’ sake” is to the ongoing ministry of
Jesus through us.
29

In the book of Job in the Old Testament, the veil separating the seen and
unseen world is removed so we can look over Job's shoulder at this wonderful
personal interaction of God with one of His sons during a deep trial. Before the
trials Job heard God with his ears (implying a distance), but afterwards he saw
God with his eyes (more intimate; see Job 42:5-6). God wants us to live to an
audience of one, knowing that His “well done” is all that really matters.
Trials help us to have a deeper, fuller experience of the multi-faceted majestyof
God, like with Elijah during his time of depression in 1 Kings 19 (especially 1113). God is committed to helping us know Him better and will use any means
possible because he loves us so much.
30

Trials teach us the brevity of life and help pry our grubby little fingers loose
from grasping trinkets and chasing after mud pies so we can invest our all in
priceless treasures (Matthew 13:44-46). Like a fish takes on whatever is in the
water surrounding it, we begin to think and act more like this world, often
totally oblivious. It’s easy to live life as if we are here forever. Tough times
remind us that we are just passing through. This world is not our home. We’re
made for eternity where we’ll live face-to-face with Jesus. We’ll be like
Him…finally…and rule with Him for all eternity. As we fix our eyes more and
more on Jesus and those things above (Colossians 3:1-5), the things of "this evil
age" will begin to lose some of their attraction and pull.
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“Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet
inwardly we are being renewed day by day. For our light and momentary
troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So we
fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is
temporary, but what is unseen is eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:16-18).
In the context of His impending suffering and the confusion and uncertainty His
disciples would experience, Jesus talked about our certain future. He would
personally craft a place for us to live and then return to usher His Bride there
(John 14:1-3).
This simple illustration was first suggested by C. S. Lewis, as far as I’m
aware.
31

32

Job 7:7 and Psalm 39:5 and 144:4 use this comparison of a breath. James
compares us to the short-lived spring flowers, blooming one day and gone the
next (1:10) and a vapor that disappears as soon as the sun rises (4:14).
33

Frederick Faber quoted by A. W. Tozer, The Pursuit of God (Camp Hill, PA:
Christian Publications, 1993) p. 38-39.
34

Here are a few verses to start with as you study this theme yourself. 2 Cor.
4:17-5:10; Philippians 1:1:22-26, 3:20; Colossians 3:1-2; Matthew 24-25.
35

Paul wrote 1 Thessalonians to brand-new Christians shortly after he left
Thessalonica after his 3–8-week stay there. The book of 1 Thessalonians is
Paul’s discipleship manual written to young Christians. Check it out! Every
chapter ends with a mention of the Second Coming of Christ (our "living
hope"). This living hope of Jesus’ soon return in majesty has always supplied
Jesus-people with "staying power" no matter how hard it may get here in “this
evil age.” The longing gaze at Jesus’ soon coming taps into His treasure of
heroic endurance, self-control and tenacity as we walk out this path of life and
mission. Meanwhile we’re to be busy about His work until He returns.
“All this is evidence that God’s judgment is right and as a result you will be
counted worthy of the kingdom of God, for which you are suffering. God is just:
He will pay back trouble to those who trouble you and give relief to you who
are troubled, and to us as well. This will happen when the Lord Jesus is
revealed from heaven in blazing fire with his powerful angels” (2 Thessalonians
1:5-7).
36

“What good will it be for a man if he gains the whole world, yet forfeits his
soul? Or what can a man give in exchange for his soul?” (Matthew 16:26).
37

Paul also says that a life without an eternal hope is “to be pitied” (1
Corinthians 15:19). To amplify this metaphor, it would be tragic for a majestic
eagle to think it’s a chicken and to peck in the barnyard along the ground like a
chicken. A ground-bound eagle forfeits the experience for which it was
designed...soaring over the horizons. How tragic also when we forget that God
38
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designed us for eternity and we become comfortable and satisfied with this
world…as if it were our home.
39

Left to their own resources people seek to secure a right relationship with
whatever they consider the highest source of good in their lives. This
relationship is nurtured by adhering to whatever set of rules they’ve embraced.
This can lead to:
 Doubts (“Have I done enough to please?”);
 Uncertainty (“When will I do enough to please?”);
 Self-righteousness (“I’ve already done enough, and, besides, I’m
better than…”);
 Fear (“I can never do enough to please”).
40

Are you in the middle of a trial today? How can I distinguish a Jonah trial
(because of disobedience) from a Job trial (for our growth)? If you lack wisdom
(you’re not sure what kind of a trial it is), ask our heavenly Father. In the
context of rejoicing because of the result from trials, James writes:
“If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives generously to all
without finding fault, and it will be given to him” (James 1:5).
If it’s a Jonah trial, you can be sure that He will let you know. How could the
discipline have its intended effect if a person did not know what it was for? And
God is the best possible Father. But listen carefully! The Spirit’s conviction
often comes as a “gentle whisper” and not always immediately.
41

This easy process (I call it S-T-U-D-Y, an acronym for Summary, The key
verse, Uplifts, Difficulty and Your response) will lead to life change over time,
when practiced consistently as we keep in step with the Spirit. We are not
changed in the knowing, but through the doing so don’t only focus on the
“S-T-U-D,” but also on the “Y” as you do it. The truth that changes us is the
truth put into practice. “Ant-steps” are fine.

Chapter 11: Times of Refreshing
“I will be like the dew to Israel; he will blossom like a lily. Like a cedar of
Lebanon he will send down his roots; his young shoots will grow. His splendor
will be like a cedar of Lebanon. Men will dwell again in his shade. He will
flourish like the grain. He will blossom like a vine, and his fame will be like the
wine from Lebanon….I am like a green pine tree; your fruitfulness comes from
me.” (Hosea 14:5-8).
1

“You give them drink from your river of delights. For with you is the fountain
of life; in your light we see light” (Psalm 36:8-9).
2

3

You can find this in Ezekiel 47.
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4

John 4:4-26, but note the wonderful freedom that follows a spiritually intimate
relationship with Jesus in John 4:28-30 and 39-42…a revival began from the
living testimony of one outcast.
“I am the bread of life. He who comes to me will never go hungry, and he who
believes in me will never be thirsty” (John 6:35).
5

I’d like to take a couple hours to park here and explore what the New
Testament says about this wonderful promise in other texts and in other words.
But you have a lifetime to explore yourself. For now, let me point you toward
one prayer. My favorite Pauline prayer is found in Ephesians 3:14-19 and points
toward the Spirit’s work within us so we can comprehend the love that God has
for us, a love that is ultimately beyond fully knowing. As an exclamation to this
sweeping prayer, Paul spontaneously breaks out in heartfelt worship::
6

“Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine,
according to his power that is at work within us, to him be glory in the church
and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and ever! Amen.”
(Ephesians 3:20-21).
Scripture explicitly teaches in other passages that we are God’s Temple (1
Cor. 3:16, 6:19, Eph. 3:22, 1 Peter 3:5).
7

8

One more thought on these verses in John 7. The Apostle John, commenting
on Jesus’ words years later, makes it clear that this is the ministry of the Spirit
of God who flows into and through our lives. “By this he meant the Spirit,
whom those who believed in him were later to receive. Up to that time the Spirit
had not been given, since Jesus had not yet been glorified” (John 7:39). It’s only
with the gracious ministry of God’s Spirit that we grow and go and give it away.
9

“O God, you are my God; my soul thirsts for you, my body longs for you, in

a dry and weary land where there is no water” (Psalm 63:1).
10

The single theme of the two psalms, the internal form with the same refrain
concluding each thematic movement (42:5, 42:11, 43:5), the absence of a title
for Psalm 43, and Jewish tradition all point to one single literary unit.
“In the same way, faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead”
(James 2:17).
11

I’m indebted to Pastor Danny Meyer from the Vineyard Christian FellowshipColumbus church for some of the images in this paragraph.
12

“Acquiring g worth from our self-created idols is like eating a large meal and
having every morsel get stuck in our teeth. The meal might taste good, but it
won’t nourish us, let alone fill us u. For none of it will reach our stomach”
(Repenting of Religion, Gregory A. Boyd, Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2004, p.
162).
13
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Of course, I’m not dealing with the other side of this subject, temporary
boundaries while the root problem is changing. Root problems are often deepseated experiences that will take time and the love of God through His family to
heal.
14

I like how Neil Anderson illustrates this! “You may feel like you are the
helpless victim in this battle, being slapped back and forth like a puck in a
match between rival hockey teams. But you are anything but helpless. In fact,
you are the one who determines the winner in every skirmish between Plan A
and Plan B” (Neil Anderson, Victory Over Darkness, p. 160).
15

16

Neil Anderson, Victory Over the Darkness, pp. 165-166. I believe this is what
Paul is talking about in Romans 7:14-25 when he discusses the raging, inner
battle of doing what he hates. Any pattern of hostility, anger, inferiority,
manipulation, homosexuality, anorexia and bulimia are all fortresses that bend
our pole.
“The strength of Plan A in your life is determined by your personal conviction
that God’s way is always right and by how committed you are to obey Him. The
strength of Plan B is determined by the amount of time and energy you invest in
entertaining thoughts which are contrary to God’s Word….The moment you
begin to entertain thoughts or ideas which are contrary to God's Word, you have
established Plan B as an escape route in case Plan A should fail.” (Neil
Anderson, Victory Over the Darkness, pp. 158-160)
Where does Plan B come from? When you were born again, nobody pressed the
“CLEAR” button in your brain. We all bring old Plan B habits with us into the
new life. Satan and his demons are actively involved in trying to distract you
from your walk of faith by peppering your mind with his thoughts and ideas.
The world-system bombards you with Plan B ideas daylong. The only victory is
found in Christ (Colossians 3:1-2).
A word study in 2 Corinthians on the word Paul used for “thought” on verse
10:5 leads us to the fascinating conclusion that Paul uses this particular word for
“Satan’s schemes,” not just for a thought in general. Satan can put his thoughts
into people. It’s one of his major strategies. Let me give you a complete list of
the verses in 2 Corinthians with the word in bold.
17

“I have forgiven in the sight of Christ for your sake, in order that Satan might
not outwit us. For we are not unaware of his schemes.” (2 Cor. 2:11) “But their
minds were made dull, for to this day the same veil remains when the old
covenant is read. It has not been removed, because only in Christ is it taken
away.” (2 Cor. 3:14)
“The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so they cannot see
the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God.” (2 Cor.
4:4)
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“We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the
knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to
Christ.” (2 Cor. 10:5)
“But I am afraid that just as Eve was deceived by the serpent's cunning, your
minds may somehow be led astray from your sincere and pure devotion to
Christ.” (2 Cor. 11:3)
These emotions and self-perceptions form a powerful, unseen fortress that has
been founded on Satan’s lies. Those who were supposed to love, protect and
provide for us unfortunately sometimes communicate these to us. “If Satan can
get you to believe a lie, he can control your life. If you fail to take a thought
captive to the obedience of Christ, but believe it, Satan will control you” just
like he did Eve at the beginning” (Neil Anderson, Victory Over the Darkness, p.
169.)
18

I still remember like yesterday the first time I was exposed to this. This
stronghold can feel much like a regular “bad habit” but there is intensity, a
weight that is far beyond the natural. Demonic forces overlaid on top of the
natural habit directly meddle. I’ve heard other experienced pastors say that they
never remember having prayed for a demonized person who did not have a
forgiveness problem. Paul warns us not to let unresolved interpersonal issues
remain. The implication is, if we do, we will “give the devil a foothold” in our
lives” (Ephesians 4:26-27). I understand this is a controversial subject and I’m
only encouraging you to ask God: “What does Your Word say on this, Jesus?”
not “what have I personally believed or experienced in the past?”
19

By contrast, what are some of the negative thinking patterns that need to be
renewed and transformed? Each of the four following skewed patterns of
thinking has some merit. After all, deception does have a veneer of truth that
covers its rotten core. A chapter my sister, Nancy, co-authored with Candy
Deemer in Dancing on a Glass Ceiling (Contemporary Book: Chicago, 2003, p
67) tipped me off to the following:
• VICTIM Thinking Pattern – “I’m not responsible”
• SELF-LIMITING Thinking Pattern – “I’m not able”
• STATUS QUO Thinking Pattern – “I (it) will never change.”
• MYOPIC Thinking Pattern – “What I see is right.”
Neil Anderson’s chapter 10, “You Must Be Real in Order to Be Right,” in
Victory Over the Darkness is must reading here.
20

21

Just to clarify, emotions are not necessarily negative in themselves. For
instance, anger is a positive emotion when it’s expressed in a godly way against
sin. Jesus was angry and did not sin because His anger was against others
perverting God’s plan. We’re usually angry because our so-called rights have
been violated and this is sinful anger. If a large grizzly bear suddenly reared up
in front of you, growling and pawing the air, fear would be a healthy emotion!
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I’ve read that technically we don’t suppress our feelings. We just bury them
alive! They’re still floating there, usually under the surface like the hidden mass
of an iceberg. Over time, however, we can suppress our conscious memories
about an event. Let’s say someone sins against us in a way that is devastating.
To cope we often suppress the memory of that event as a conscious or
subconscious defense mechanism. We cannot bring the memory to mind no
matter how hard we try. The suppressed negative memory has become a
negative spiritual stronghold.
22

What’s happened to the feelings associated with the suppressed memory if
feelings can’t be suppressed? Where are the feelings like fear, anger, bitterness,
loneliness, abandonment, failure, self-loathing, and anxiety? These negative
feelings drift freely like iron shavings in your life. When a stimulus comes
along that in any way reminds you of the hidden memory, the new event attracts
the free-floating emotions to itself like a powerful magnet draws iron shavings
to itself.
We’ve all experienced this personally! It’s the “tea kettle” effect. Internal
pressure builds up in the recesses of my being. Then a close friend says
something innocuous to me. I either explode outwardly or seethe inwardly. Both
are destructive. A small stimulus brings about an earthquake with a 7.5
magnitude on the emotional Richter Scale. Why?
Free-floating negative emotions that stem from hidden strongholds attached
themselves to the new stimulus. Our perception of the event was distorted by
these free-floating negative emotions. These emotions and self-perceptions form
a powerful, unseen fortress that has been founded on Satan’s lies. These are
unfortunately sometimes communicated to us by those who were supposed to
love, protect and provide for us.
23

The illustration was adapted from Neil Anderson, Victory Over the Darkness,
p. 182.
Do you remember how Adam and Eve responded to their sin? They reacted by
hiding and hurling. Both responses are harmful. Don’t hide your
“My dear brothers, take note of this: Everyone should be quick to listen, slow
to speak and slow to become angry, for man’s anger does not bring about the
righteous life that God desires” (James 1:19-20).
24

“‘In your anger do not sin’: Do not let the sun go down while you
25

David expressed his raw emotions to God because they had an authentic
relationship. In Psalm 22, for one instance, read the first two verses. But also
notice how David finishes the Psalm…with hope in a caring God (31 and also
interlaced throughout the Psalm). This is a good model. Be honest with God.
Brutally honest when needed. But don’t remain there. That is not our focus.
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26

Psalm 42, for instance, is a marvelous description of the Psalmist in despair,
yet setting his heart on God. He intermingles honest expressions of his feelings
with statements of deep trust in God. He is ruthlessly honest with God, but also
turns his heart to the only answer, God Himself. He went vertical to God,
27

Ask the Spirit to search out that root area (the submerged part of the iceberg).
This is His job, not yours (Psalm 139:23-24) because left to ourselves we are
prone to pendulum either to self-condemnation over superficial conduct or to
gloss over the truly ugly sins that should demand our immediate attention.
28

I could multiple biblical citations since obedience is a huge theme. The author
of Hebrews quoted Psalms in describing Jesus’ attitude. “’I have come to do
your will, O God’” (Heb 10:7b). Jesus also made this point clear as the
conclusion to the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 7:24-27. Without action,
information is not changed into transformation.
The New Testament word for repentance means changing one’s mind so
one’s views, perspectives, values, goals, beliefs, and responses are changed. It’s
a radical life change beginning from the inside out. Don’t shy away from the
darkness of the sin. God wants you to feel its full weight to keep you from it in
the future and to underscore how much Jesus has freed us from.
29

30

Remember that no parable is true on ALL accounts. When you interpret a
parable, ask “What is the main point?” Our standard of honesty may be
offended with this parable since the man bought the field under false pretenses.
But uprightness in commercial dealings is not touched on here, but the
inexpressible worth of the Kingdom is the point.
31

Although some commentators hold that we are the pearl that Jesus seeks (and
this fits because He gave up all), I’m still inclined to see Jesus as the Pearl of
Great Price.
32

These questions come from an excellent devotional book by Rick Warren,
The Purpose Driven Life (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002, p. 76).
“Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body, arm yourselves also with
thesame attitude, because he who has suffered in his body is done with sin. As a
result, he does not live the rest of his earthly life for evil human desires but
rather for the will of God” (1 Peter 4:1-2). Isn’t that what you desperately want,
though, to live the rest of your earthly life “for the will of God?” It takes a high
desperation factor to make the choices to partner with God in change.
33

34

Just yesterday, I chose to do something to sooth myself that was not sin in the
way we normally think of sin. But it did not have God’s pleasure and presence
on it. How stupid! Why would I choose a short-term pleasure rather than the
constant, sweet presence of the Lord Jesus? The focus is Jesus’ presence, not
sin-management. Nothing can match the pleasure of knowing Jesus intimately.
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35

Brother Lawrence, The Practice of the Presence of God, New Kensington,
PA, Whitaker House, 1982, pp. 45. Let me give you a sampling to whet your
appetite.
“For more than forty years, this brother’s principal endeavor has been to stay as
close as possible to God, doing, saying, and thinking nothing that might
displease Him…because God deserves infinitely more than that anyway.”
“Neither skill nor knowledge is needed to go to God, he added. All that is
necessary is a heart dedicated entirely and solely to Him out of love for Him
above all others.”
When he was diverted from communication with God, “a little reminder came
from the Lord which took possession of his soul, flooding it with the image of
God. This sometimes set him on fire to the point that he felt a great impulse to
shout praises, to sing, and to dance before the Lord with joy.”
“Our sanctification does not depend as much on changing our activities as it
does on doing them for God rather than for ourselves.”
“If I were to be responsible for guiding souls in the right direction, I would urge
everyone to be aware of God’s constant presence….Put your hand to the task!”
(Brother Lawrence, The Practice of the Presence of God, New Kensington, PA,
Whitaker House, 1982, pp. 25, 18, 17, 20, 30.)
36

In 1 Corinthians Paul refers to Jesus as the Last Adam (15:45) and the Second
Man (15:47). Remarkable language! Paul cryptically communicates that Jesus
as the Last Adam finalized all that we lost in Adam in Genesis 3 by destroying
all the barriers to intimacy. As the Second Man Jesus fulfilled all that God
originally intended for mankind, His Eden-purpose. Jesus is truly worthy to
worship for all eternity, God’s Son who “is the radiance of God’s glory and the
exact representation of his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word”
(Hebrews 1:3).
WWJD (“What would Jesus do?”) is a well-used phrase today. I think it’s a
great tool to help people to become more Jesus-centered in their thinking. But to
live as Christ lived “on the spot,” at the moment of crisis, means to prepare by
living as Jesus did all His life, especially in the private times. This is not mere
imitation It’s Jesus living His life again through us. This may sound like a small
difference when you read it on paper, but it’s HUGE in practice. “What will
Jesus do?” through His 21st century disciples.
37

“I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me.
The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and
gave himself for me” (Galatians 2:20).
38

This easy process (I call it S-T-U-D-Y, an acronym for Summary, The key
verse, Uplifts, Difficulty and Your response) will lead to life change over time,
when practiced consistently as we keep in step with the Spirit. We are not
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changed in the knowing, but through the doing so don’t only focus on the
“S-T-U-D,” but also on the “Y” as you do it. The truth that changes us is the
truth put into practice. “Ant-steps” are fine.

Chapter 12: ‘Cause Jesus Is Enough!
1

If we were looking for the scriptural method for growth, we would never find
it because the Bible suggests a wide range of responses, all centering on the
Three-in-One God. Just to name a few, “abide in Christ,” “be filled with the
Spirit,” “live from, by and unto the Father,” “the way in is the way on,” “put off
and put on.” The boiled-down essence of each one is to push into the presence
of the Triune God to enjoy and experience growing intimacy in relationship and
deepening partnership in ministry.
This was Jesus’ last personal time with His disciples before He died on the
cross and left this earth physically. This quiet talk to His closest friends is
interlaced with transparency and intimacy, dependence and obedience and
concludes with a heartfelt challenge to give this quality-life away to others. As
you and I flood our hearts with these daily responses, the Spirit of God will
draw us into His presence to make more room in us for the character and actions
of Jesus. Sometimes it’s almost imperceptible, while other times it happens so
quickly our heads spin. This is the process of growth that lifelong life-learners
experience, even in the midst of the trouble and turmoil of a world inherently
opposed to His rule.
2

3

If we could only see, really see, how good and generous our wonderful Father
is. God is so majestic that He stoops down to embrace us like a dad does his
small child, delighting in his priceless treasure.
4

This continues on with the imagery of the multi-colored tapestry from the end
of the third chapter.
5

5 I introduced you to this very graphic term from Brennan Manning in Chapter
8 (Brennan Manning, Abba’s Child (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1994), p.
100).
6

This insight comes from Lawrence Crabb in Connecting (Nashville, TN:

Word Publishing, 1997), pp. 10-11.
The word used here has a range of meaning from simply “lifts up” (the first
and most common use) to “lifts up in order to cut off and carry away.” This is
the word from which we get “aero” in aerodynamics. The Law of
Aerodynamics is why something heavier than air can be lifted up. I believe the
best sense here is “lifts up,” not “takes away.” Why?
7

1) It’s the primary use of the word in the NT (cp. Matt. 14:20, 27:32);
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2) This interpretation places the full and normal weight on “in me” (a genuine
relationship, in contrast to the “not in me” in verse 6, indicating a false
confession);
3) It’s also consistent with the picture of a vintner whose purpose is fruit, not
dead branches (a live branch is too valuable for the vintner to lop off);
4) It’s also consistent with the character of our heavenly Father who is “for us”
and does everything necessary to make this branch-life of ours fruitful; and
5) The translation of “cut off” can be easily explained, even though it’s only the
fourth definition for the word in Greek Dictionaries of the NT. The translators
struggled with verse 6, and interpreted verse 2 in light of verse 6, rather than
noting the sharp distinction Jesus made in verse 2 between a branch “in me” and
verse 6, a branch “not…in me.”
This thought is similar to Philippians 1:29. We’ve been granted a two-foldgift,
both to believe and to suffer. We Christians embrace the first part (belief), but
often despise the equally good second part (suffering)? We love when God “lifts
us up,” but often despise God’s equally beneficial “pruning.”
8

9

From the alternate reading in John 15:2 above.

“His divine power has given us everything we need for life and godliness
through our knowledge of him who called us by his own glory and goodness” (2
Peter 1:3). I could multiply verses here into the hundreds since this is another
summary of the first eight chapters!
10

11

Jesus uses hyperbolic language in Matthew 5:27-30 to teach us to be ruthless
with our sin.
12

Introspection initiates the gaze inside to search for hidden motives and sin.
Here is an illustration. A healthy elimination system is essential for life to
continue. But we don’t spend a lot of time gazing at what comes out the back
end!
You may have heard the adage, “An unexamined life is not worth living.” I
would concur. The question is: “Who initiates the searching?” God’s universal
prescription in Scripture is to look away to the Lord God, and He will put His
finger on what needs to change. “Search me, O God, and know my heart”
(Psalm 139:21). God is always the Initiator and we are the responders who
13

The ideal environment to work this out is in a small group of Christians with
a desire to grow. That’s where these strong challenges get worked out in the
context of relationships.
14

Although Jesus is our permanent home, growth is still a process and takes
time, like building a brick house one brick upon the next. This is the Kingdom
perspective. God is eternal and His plans for us include eternity as well as time.
Since God is working from eternity and for eternity, why should we be so
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concerned about the time involved? Learn patience. Look at your short stay on
earth from the vantage point of heaven. Growth is not a uniform, steady process.
Abide in Christ daily.
These are often called the “Classical Spiritual Disciplines,” but I like the term
“means of grace” because it begins with God’s provision rather than with man’s
response. Richard Foster’s Celebration of Discipline (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1988) is the best help I know here, as he looks at the
classical disciplines of the Christian life. I highly recommend this book.
15

16

Philippians 4:6-9 is a good model for this. First, take all your worries to God
in prayer with thanksgiving (6-7). Then fill your mind with the things of Jesus
(8). In doing them, Scripture promises that the “God of peace” will be with you
(9). Another illustration is spiritual breathing. As you physically exhale, think of
exhaling all your worries and concerns. When you inhale, think on the multitude
of promises God has given you and breath in God’s presence and provision.
This is too large a subject for this endnote. But God’s original purpose in the
Sabbath rest was not abstaining from certain practices, like the traditions of the
Pharisees had developed (a list of do’s and don’ts). That is what Jesus was
fighting against with His Sabbath controversies—legalism infiltrating God’s
original purpose. The Sabbath rest is more a rest unto God, to enjoy Him and
His bountiful provision, rather than from things and is based both on creation
from Genesis 1 and the law that could never justify anyone (Rom. 3:20).
17

If this sounds similar to the first of the five responses, “Drink Deeply of
God’s Delight In Us,” You are right. This is not a tight, closed system, but there
is much overlap since it’s not a fixed strategy. “We love because he first loved
us” (1 John 4:19).
18

“We also rejoice in our suffering, because we know [that]…God has poured
out his love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit whom he has given us” (Romans
5:3-5).
19

It’s okay to ask the “why” question. It’s normal. But spiritual health demands
that we move quickly to the “who” question, focusing on this “sacred romance”
(this phrase comes Brent Curtis and John Eldredge, The Sacred Romance, p.
154. For me the title is the best part of the book, although the last two chapters
also have some very helpful thoughts).
20

21

On May 27, 2000, Jamie and his bride were joyfully married to the great
delight of all. They expanded that joy as they celebrated the birth of a daughter
named Joy and a son, David.
22

Henri N. M. Nouwen, Lifesigns, p. 88.

23

Henri N. M. Nouwen, Lifesigns, p. 99.

24

Did you know that joy and suffering are not enemies, like most of us think?
They are friends who long to spend time together, at least according to the New
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Testament church. As God began to show me passage after passage, it was
remarkable to me how consistent this theme of joy in trials is (Psalm 16:11;
Nehemiah 8:10; Luke 6:22-23; 1 Thes. 1:6; Phil. 1:29-30; Heb. 12:2; James 1:2;
1 Peter 1:6).
25

In the context of the new creations we are in Christ, made in the image of
God, one of the Apostles laid down this as part of the radical transformation in
Christ. “For if, by the trespass of the one man, death resigned through that one
man, how much more will those who receive God’s abundant provision of grace
and of the gift of righteousness reign in life through the one man, Jesus Christ”
(Romans 5:17). And at the end of time, the Book of Revelation reveals this
about every believer: “They will be priests of God and of Christ and will reign
with him for a thousand years” (Revelation 20:6b).
26

This may be a little more obtuse in the text than the other two. Verse 14 states
the central ministry of the Spirit of God, “He will bring glory to me [Jesus].”
Jesus instructs us to worship by praying to the Father in His name (23-24 and
26). Our love poured out to Jesus is worship (27b). All this led the disciples to
an expression of worship, “Now we can see that you know all things….This
makes us believe that you came from God” (29-30). In any case, even if you
don’t see worship as Jesus’ main thrust in this passage, worship of His Father
was the pattern of Jesus’ life here on earth.
27

This parallels the four soils in Matthew 8:12-17. The hard soil only hears and
the Word is snatched away. The rocky soil hears and responds with initial joy,
but wilts. The thorny soil hears and acts on it, but it becomes unfruitful. The
good soil hears and holds tight to the Word with perseverance.
As a footnote to this revision, eleven years later, I’m about 90% through a
book to add the more community-based skills, values and responses.
Tentatively, I’m calling it Eternally Relational.
28

29

This easy process (I call it S-T-U-D-Y, an acronym for Summary, The key
verse, Uplifts, Difficulty and Your response) will lead to life change over time,
when practiced consistently as we keep in step with the Spirit. We are not
changed in the knowing, but through the doing so don’t only focus on the
“S-T-U-D,” but also on the “Y” as you do it. The truth that changes us is the
truth put into practice. “Ant-steps” are fine.

